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Understanding the Significant Disparity between Observations and

CMIP5 Model Simulations at the Ocean/Atmosphere Interface in the Tropics

Observations indicate that the warming of the tropical atmosphere is proceeding at a rate significantly less than depicted in model projections. Surface energy
fluxes play a central role in the coupling of the atmosphere and ocean components
which impact tropospheric temperature. In order to investigate the atmospheric temperature disparity, this study examines the near-surface air temperature and surface
energy fluxes at the ocean-atmosphere interface using a suite of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) models, comparing their output with observations.
Observations are used to test model fidelity with respect to the surface energy fluxes
(net shortwave, net longwave, latent heat flux, and sensible heat flux), spatially and
temporally. Results show that the Multi-Model Ensemble (MME) means of each
component are similar to observations in the area-weighted averaged climatological
mean state, except for largely overestimated latent heat flux. Furthermore, there is
a long-term upward trend in the observations but not in the CMIP5 models. The
spatial distribution and magnitudes thereof, in contrast, are significantly different
in the majority of the components. Additionally, there is considerable range across
individual CMIP5 models indicating heavy dependence on parameterizations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
Over the past century atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2 ) has increased due

to human economic development (IPCC , 2014). CO2 is a radiatively active gas and
thus influences the radiative balance of the Earth’s climate system where any change
in CO2 concentration can impact the way energy is transferred and stored. These
changes can lead to an increase (decrease) in the number of joules of energy contained
in the various components (reservoirs) of the climate system (Pielke Sr , 2003).
General Circulation Models (GCMs) are heavily used when estimating heat
transport and storage (i.e. joules of energy) within the climate system and thus
the magnitude of the response to changes in the forcings. Given that many government policy decisions are based on the future projections of these GCMs (Paltsev
et al., 2015; Lemos and Rood , 2010), it is imperative that the GCMs be independently assessed to determine the level of confidence that may be applied to their
results. Specifically, this research will evaluate the heat transport processes in the
domain of the tropics (20◦ S to 20◦ N) across all longitudes. The tropical tropospheric
domain is where the enhanced greenhouse gas forcing is largest in climate model
1

Figure 1.1: Tropical TMT 5-year running mean temperature anomalies for 102
CMIP5 simulations and observations (average 4 balloon datasets and 2 satellite
datasets) (Christy and McNider , 2017).

projections(Christy et al., 2018). Observations indicate that the warming of the tropical atmosphere is proceeding at a rate significantly less than model computations
as shown in Figure 1.1. In addition, the model temperature increases are greater
than observations with regards to the finer vertical structure of the rates of change in
Figure 1.2. Furthermore, the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is directly related
to the warming rate of the bulk tropical atmosphere. As increasing CO2 creates an
energy imbalance, additional joules will accumulate in the atmosphere leading to a
response in temperature. Thus, the relationship between the magnitude of increasing CO2 and the magnitude of the temperature response yields the sensitivity of the

2

Figure 1.2: Pressure-level temperature trends (1979-2015) for the tropical atmosphere as measured by four radiosonde datasets (circles with square as average, UVienna is average of two datasets) and 25 CMIP5 modeling groups (dotted,dashed,and
solid lines, mean is black line) used in the IPCC AR5 (Christy and McNider , 2017)

climate to CO2 . The IPCC AR5 stated the difficulty of using the climate model
projections for ECS, given the disparity between the warming rate of GCMs versus
observations for a given amount of CO2 forcing (Flato et al., 2013).
In Chapter 9 of the working group 1 in IPCC AR5, the report discusses the
evaluation of global climate models. Specifically, in section 9.4.1.2 in AR5, globally average TOA shortwave and longwave components of radiative fluxes in 12 atmosphereonly version of the CMIP5 models were within 2.5 W/m2 of the observed values.
However, the globally average surface radiative fluxes were overestimated in the all-
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sky shortwave flux by 2 ± 6 W/m2 likely due to an underestimation of absorption
attributed to the omission of absorption by water vapor (Flato et al., 2013).
All the radiative fluxes described in section 9.4.1.2 include both land and ocean
in IPCC AR5. However, the oceanic transport of energy has a large impact in determining how much energy is transported from the absorbed surface fluxes. IPCC
AR5, section 9.4.2.4 states that unfortunately the large uncertainties in surface heat
and fresh water flux observations do not allow useful evaluation of models. Therefore,
meridional heat transport is a more useful variable, yet the CMIP5 models underestimate Ocean Heat Transport (OHT) between 15◦ N and 25◦ N (Flato et al., 2013).
The main motivation of this research is to look in depth into the differences between
GCMs and observations by tracking the flow of joules at the ocean/atmosphere interface and provide insight to help determine the quantity of joules that take residence
in either the ocean or atmosphere, and the quantity expelled to space.
This work will present model inter-comparisons with observations over common time periods for the oceanic tropical domain for 39 CMIP5 models. This type
of analysis will not only document the inter-model differences, but how the models (individually and as a whole) perform in comparison to the current observations. This detailed analysis will help the GCM modeling community better understand the strengths and weaknesses of GCMs in regards to energy fluxes at the
ocean/atmosphere interface.
In the following sections of this chapter, a brief review of GCMs will be presented followed by an overview of the CMIP5 experiment and a discussion of previ-
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ous validation studies in regards to energy fluxes. This section will end with a brief
overview of Taylor diagrams.
In Chapter 2, a review of the datasets used in this analysis will be presented.
Specifically the NOCSv2 and OAFlux observational datasets will be discussed in terms
of their ability to represent energy fluxes of the ocean surface. A general overview
of the CMIP5 model initializations and outputs of each individual model will be
provided.
In Chapter 3, a discussion of how CMIP5 models’ near-surface air temperature
and sea surface temperatures (SSTs) compared to observations will be presented
in regards to the tropical domain. This discussion will provide further evidence of
the disparity between GCMs and observations. In addition, the development of a
new near-surface air temperature dataset (UAHNMATv1) over the oceans will be
introduced. The near-surface/sea surface temperature trends and spatial patterns
will be examined with regards to the GCMs and observations.
In Chapter 4, a review of the current state of global surface energy fluxes will
be discussed with regards to CMIP5 GCMs and in situ measurements from previous
research. A brief discussion of the computation of OHT over the tropical domain with
respect to the surface energy budget will follow to include the comparison between
CMIP5 GCMs and the observational datasets. Detailed information on the estimated
tropical oceanic surface budget will conclude this chapter.
In Chapter 5, spatial patterns of surface energy fluxes over the tropical domain will be presented and analyzed. CMIP5 inter-model statistical differences and
observation-CMIP5 model differences will be shown using primarily Taylor diagrams.
5

An explanation for the spatial disparity between CMIP5 GCMs and observations will
be discussed.
In Chapter 6, summary of the research to date and discussion of results with
emphasis on model errors common to all CMIP5 GCMs with respect to observations
will be presented. This will include concluding remarks and suggestions for future
research work.

1.2

General Circulation Models
Numerical models of the atmosphere and ocean provide powerful theoretical

tools for studying climate, the physical causes of past climatic change and the potential climate impact of anthropogenic activities. Climate models range in complexity
from simple one-dimensional energy balance models to complex three-dimensional
time-dependent circulation models. The simple one-dimensional models can provide
insight to individual climate processes while the more complex models, such as the
GCMs, can simulate the entire climate system in detail (Trenberth, 1992; Hnilo, 1996).
Climate is generally thought of as the average behavior of the land-oceanatmosphere-cryosphere system over a long period of time. GCMs attempt to simulate the dynamic nature of the land-ocean-atmosphere-cryosphere interactions numerically based on physical principles. The atmospheric GCMs are developed from the
meteorological primitive equations. These equations are nonlinear partial differential
equations with no closed-form solutions and must be solved numerically. Discrete approximation techniques are used to solve these equations. In atmospheric modeling,
these techniques are most commonly categorize into finite difference, spectral, and fi6

nite element methods. These numerical methods vertically partition the atmosphere
into discrete layers, where various variables are calculated. Horizontally, variations
are either determined from a finite difference approach or by the spectral method.
In Cartesian coordinates, the finite difference method performs adequately. However,
global atmospheric models require solutions in the spherical coordinate system. The
finite difference method has difficulty at the poles in the spherical coordinate system, given the convergence of the longitudinal lines. Therefore the spectral method
presents a solution to the spherical coordinate system problem using spectral functions. These meteorological equations are integrated forward in time, solving these
equations for the next future time-step. The length of the time-step is proportional to
the model’s resolution, i.e. as the model resolution increases the smaller the time-step
and greater the computational demand (Trenberth, 1992; Hnilo, 1996).
GCMs provide a powerful tool to study the climate system and any changes
that may result from natural or anthropogenic factors, i.e. increased concentrations of
greenhouse houses (Schlesinger and Mitchell , 1987). These complex GCMs attempt
to simulate the past, present, and future climate system with many interacting linear
and nonlinear processes. While present day GCMs can accurately represent some
climatic processes, there still exist a number of systematic errors, e.g. overestimation of SSTs in southeast Pacific (Zhang et al., 2015). These errors can stem from
parameterizations that do not accurately portray the physical processes. The parameterizations for subgrid processes are approximations for complex processes and thus
often misrepresent reality.
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The current horizontal resolution of a coupled Atmosphere-Ocean GCM ranges
from as fine as 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ to as coarse as 4◦ x 4◦ grid on a climate model time scale.
Climate system mechanisms are parameterized if the scale of the mechanism is smaller
than the spatial scale of the coupled GCM, e.g. cumulus cloud development. These
mechanisms are considered to be subscale or subgrid and these terms will be used
when describing a process that is parameterize throughout this work.
A hierarchy can be applied to climate models and is defined as the set of all
possible configurations of the climate system varying from least to most realistic.
Given the numerous parts of the climate system, a strict ordering hierarchy is not
possible, generally. In order to provide any semblance of ordering, it must be defined
simultaneously along multiple axes. Thus, a climate model hierarchy is developed
as a Cartesian product space of individually hierarchical axes, representing a single
model part as developed in Jeevanjee et al. (2017):
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(1.1)

Equation (1.1) is not a complete list of every possible combination for each model part
but rather an illustrative example in determining a climate model hierarchy. Increasing model complexity, i.e. more explicit solutions rather than parameterizations,
would imply the climate GCMs simulate the real climate system more accurately
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though this is not always the result. Given the vast spatial extent of the entire Earth
system and the temporal extent of the desired integration (multiple centuries), many
processes in climate models are restricted to engineered approximations only and not
to the first principles of physics.

1.2.1

CMIP5 Experiments
Individual climate GCMs are powerful tools by themselves and climate mod-

eling groups from around the world collaborate to design and perform perturbation
type experiments to test the accuracy of each climate GCM over periods when observations are available which may then provide insight to future climates. The CMIP5
experiments are one example of collaboration in order to provide further understanding. Specifically the CMIP5 experiment goals were: 1) to assess the mechanisms
responsible for model differences in poorly understood feedbacks associated with the
carbon cycle and with clouds; 2) examining climate predictability and exploring the
predictive capabilities of forecast systems on decadal time scales; and 3) determining
why similarly forced models produce a range of responses (Taylor et al., 2012). The
CMIP5 experiment includes two types of climate simulations: 1) long-term (century
time scale) and 2) near-term (decadal time scale) (Hibbard et al., 2007). Given the
large volume of simulations within the CMIP5 experiment, the long-term and nearterm simulations are divided into a core set and an exterior tiers set. All modeling
groups taking part in CMIP5 experiment are expected to complete the core set of
experiments as described in Taylor et al. (2012). The purpose of having all modeling
groups uniformly performing the core experiments is to have a large dataset for model
9

intercomparison and to produce a reliable multimodel dataset. This study will only
focus on long-term simulations from the CMIP5 experiments.
For long-term simulations appropriate for comparing with observations, the
core experiments include an Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP)
run, a coupled control run, and a historical run. The historical run is forced by
observed atmospheric composition changes including land cover change which has
not been done in previous CMIP experiments. The two future projections within the
core experiments are defined as representative concentration pathways (RCPs) with
a high emissions scenario (RCP8.5) and a midrange mitigation emissions scenario
(RCP4.5). The RCPs produce an estimate of radiative forcing by the year 2100
relative to preindustrial conditions based on the emissions scenario. For example,
the radiative forcing of RCP4.5 in the year 2100 is 4.5 W m−2 (Taylor et al., 2012).
By comparison the accumulated anthropogenic GHG forcing to 2019 is about 1.9 W
m−2 .
The CMIP5 experiments have shown a significant improvement from previous CMIP experiments. The CMIP5 experiments encompass more extensive climate
GCMs, finer spatial resolution, and a greater variety of model output. Most of the
CMIP5 coupled models range from about 0.5◦ to 5.0◦ for the atmospheric component
and from about 0.2◦ to 2◦ for the oceanic component. The variety of model output,
while extensive, is far from exhaustive. In addition, the CMIP5 experiment has increased the number of variables used compared to previous CMIP experiments. The
variables cover all different parts of the climate system including the atmosphere,
ocean, land surface/carbon cycle, ocean biogeochemistry, sea ice, land ice/snow, and
10

clouds. It should be be noted that not all the variables were produced by all CMIP5
modeling groups. Another improvement is the requirement that the CMIP5 institutions allocate a strong emphasis on providing detailed documentation, which was one
of the largest limitations of the previous CMIP experiments (Taylor et al., 2012).
The CMIP5 experiments provide researchers with model output in order to
better understand the complex nonlinear climate system. However, climate GCMs
have their own limitations in simulating the climate system. Taylor et al. (2012)
discusses four potential issues with climate GCMs in the CMIP5 experiments.
The first issue is climate drift. Climate drift is a result of the CMIP5 control
run not reaching complete equilibrium in the deep ocean for preindustrial conditions
given that the control run is too short (Taylor et al., 2012).
Another issue is unforced variability. Unforced variations are due to internal
interactions within the climate system such as El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
events, North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO).
In theory, a skillful climate GCM should be able to reproduce these variations similar
to observations within an acceptable degree of error. However, in the long-term simulations, the timing of individual unforced climate events will only match observations
by coincidence because the historical runs are initiated from a random point of a
quasi-equilibrium control run (Taylor et al., 2012).
The third issue is climate noise. Climate noise is occasionally associated with
unforced variability. It occurs across all spatial scales. However, when spatially
averaged, the variability is smaller at the larger scales versus the local scales. In
contrast, the climate change signal by external forcing, such as an increase in CO2
11

concentrations, is likely to be more uniform spatially. In order to separate the signal
from the noise, the CMIP5 experiment design states that modeling groups should
perform an ensemble of simulations which some institutions were unable to do. This
experiment design is the same in all ensembles but how each ensemble is initialized
differently. If the observed climate environment falls within the climate of GCM
ensembles, that climate GCM is consistent with observed climate environment (Taylor
et al., 2012).
The final issue is the Multi-Model Ensemble (MME). A MME contains the
model output from a collection of climate GCMs. This ensemble can be used to
show the consensus model output for representing the climate system. The spread
within the ensemble can provide a measure of confidence in the consensus model
output. Given the different model initializations and model formulations, the cause
of the model spread is difficult to separate but a general explanation can be developed
(Taylor et al., 2012).
While the CMIP5 experiments are a vast improvement from previous CMIP
experiments, there are still deficiencies. One deficiency is poor estimates of radiative
forcing in climate GCMs. This applies not only for atmospheric species but also
in climate Earth System Models (ESMs) related to land use, land use change, and
forestry (Stouffer et al., 2017). Another deficiency is systematic model bias such
as double Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (Oueslati and Bellon, 2015), dry
Amazon bias (Cruger and Stevens, 2015; Oueslati and Bellon, 2015), poor simulation
of tropical/subtropical clouds (Hourdin et al., 2015), overly deep tropical thermocline
(Flato et al., 2013; Li and Xie, 2012), land surfaces too warm/dry during summertime
12

(Flato et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2006), and the position of the Southern Hemisphere
atmospheric jet (Russel et al., 2006). This list is not exhaustive but rather the most
prominent examples of systematic model biases in CMIP5 (Stouffer et al., 2017). This
dissertation will focus on the tropical biases of the CMIP5 models in comparison to
observations, largely because the critical thermodynamic feedback of water vapor is
expected to be a dominant signal here.

1.3

Validation Studies
Numerous validation studies have been done with respect to the CMIP experi-

ments. In general, there are two methods utilized to validate climate GCMs and ESMs
(Stouffer et al., 2017). One method is to examine climate models individually. For
each individual climate model a series of techniques can be performed. One technique
is to compare the simulated output to the corresponding observations (e.g., Glecker
et al. (2008); Pincus et al. (2008); Reichler and Kim (2008)). A second technique
is testing each model’s parameterization or components in offline simulations. Since,
satellites can provide near global coverage of many climate variables, a third technique
is to compare model derived ”satellite” observing variables to satellite measurements
(Christy and McNider , 2017). These model variables are developed by using radiative transfer calculations to simulate what the satellite system would measure. This
technique is known as the instrument simulator. A fourth and final technique to evaluate models individually is initializing climate models similar to numerical weather
predication models in order to test parameterized sub-grid features. This technique
is difficult to apply to long-term simulations (Flato et al., 2013).
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The second method to evaluate climate models is to use an ensemble approach.
As stated before, ensembles of climate models can be used to assess the inter-model
uncertainty. These uncertainties can result from internal variability, boundary conditions, parameter values for a given model structure, or structural uncertainty due
to different model formulations (Tebaldi and Knutti , 2007; Hawkins and Sutto, 2009;
Knutti et al., 2010). In general, there are two types of ensembles: MMEs and Perturbed Parameter Ensembles (PPEs). MME is developed from model simulations
from many climate modeling centers. MMEs provide insight into structural uncertainty and internal variability. Given that similar modeling components are shared
among some climate modeling groups, MME members are not truly independent.
PPEs, on the other hand, are produced to determine the uncertainty based on a
single model. Each parameter perturbation is explicitly controlled and can provide
which parameters are the primary drivers of uncertainty within the ensemble. However, PPEs do not test structural uncertainty (Flato et al., 2013).
Commonly, MME results are represented by computing the mean of the individual model results. This is referred to as an unweighted multi-model mean. This
method gives equal weight to all climate models within the ensemble regardless of
how many simulations each model has contributed, how interdependent the models
are or how well each model has faired in objective evaluation (Flato et al., 2013).
This dissertation will make use of the MME mean when comparing to observations
and individual climate models.
Many validation studies using observations to evaluate climate models have
been published. Flato et al. (2013) summarized these studies corresponding to each
14

CMIP5 output variable. This dissertation will examine in greater detail the energy
fluxes at the ocean-atmosphere interface over the tropical domain. Since Flato et al.
(2013) was published, there have been more recent validation studies with regard to
energy fluxes. Wild et al. (2013) evaluated CMIP5 climate models TOA and surface
energy fluxes from a global perspective. They found that climate models overestimated the downward solar and underestimated the downward thermal radiation with
respect to surface observations from the global energy balance archive and baseline
surface radiation network datasets (Wild et al., 2013). Wild et al. (2015) separated
land from ocean in evaluating CMIP5 climate models energy fluxes and found that
Top-of-Atmosphere (TOA) observations matched CMIP5 climate model output well.
However, the magnitudes of the surface fluxes in the CMIP5 climate models do not
match well with observations over land and ocean. Similar to Wild et al. (2013),
CMIP5 climate models overestimate downward solar radiation over land and oceans,
and underestimate the downward thermal radiation over land (Wild et al., 2015). Li
et al. (2013a) evaluated CMIP5 climate models to show any improvement from CMIP3
climate models in comparison to observations. Additionally, in the convectively active
regions of the tropics, reflected shortwave upward at TOA is underestimated while
radiative shortwave flux downward at the surface and radiative longwave flux upward
at TOA are overestimated (Li et al., 2013a). Heat fluxes are of a particular interest
given the uncertainty in climate models representing the heat flux processes. Cao
et al. (2015) research focuses on latent heat flux over the Pacific Ocean. The results
show that the models can represent the spatial pattern of the climatological latent
heat flux (LHF) well, but the amplitudes are overestimated (Cao et al., 2015). This
15

list of validation studies is not exhaustive for all CMIP5 climate model variables but
rather applicable to this dissertation in regards to radiative and heat fluxes.

1.4

Taylor Diagrams
A common way to graphically summarize how closely a pattern matches ob-

servations is a Taylor diagram. The patterns are quantified with respect to their
correlation, centered root-mean-square difference, and the amplitude of their variations. This diagram is particularly useful in comparing many different models or
many different aspects of the same model on one single diagram. The Taylor diagram characterizes the statistical relationship between two fields. The test field is
usually represented by a model. The reference field is usually based on observations.
The Taylor diagram is a powerful tool that can represent three different statistics
simultaneously in two-dimensional space because all three statistics are related by
the following equation from Taylor (2001) :

′

E 2 = σf2 + σr2 − 2σf σr R

(1.2)
′

R is the correlation coefficient between the test and reference fields, E is the centered
root-mean-square(RMS) difference between the fields, and σf2 and σr2 are the variances
′

of the test and reference fields, respectively. The formulas for calculating R,E , and
the variances are as follows:

R=

1
N

PN

− f )(rn − r)
σf σr

n=1 (fn
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(1.3)

′

E =

N
1 X
[(fn − f ) − (rn − r)]2
N n=1

σf2 =

σr2

N
1 X
(fn − f )2
N n=1

N
1 X
(rn − r)2
=
N n=1

!1/2

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

The overall mean of a field is denoted by an over-bar. The construction of the
diagram is based on the law of cosines:

c2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab cos φ

(1.7)

The length of the sides of a triangle are denoted by a,b, and c and φ is the
angle opposite side c. The geometric relationship between the correlation coefficient
R (cosine of the azimuthal angle) is that side c is the centered pattern RMS error
′

E and the standard deviations σf and σr are sides a and b respectively. A sample
diagram is shown in Figure 1.3. This diagram can be extended to the left to include
negative correlations and the statistics can be normalized by dividing the centered
RMS difference and the standard deviation of the test field by the standard deviation
of the observations. The Taylor diagram can illustrate if a model is improving by
plotting two different versions of the model and connecting the two with arrow to
show if the model is moving closer to the “truth” (the dot) defined by the observations
(Taylor , 2001).
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Figure 1.3: Sample Taylor Diagram for observation with standard deviation of 0.28
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CHAPTER 2

DATA

2.1

Observational Datasets
In order to determine the disparity between climate models and observations

in the tropics, one must know how each observational dataset was constructed. Each
observational dataset has its strengths and weaknesses discussed in this section. This
study will make use of three observational datasets: the National Oceanography
Centre Southampton version 2.0 (NOCSv2) dataset, the Objectively Analyzed airsea Fluxes (OAFlux) dataset, and the University of Alabama in Huntsville Night-time
Marine Air Temperature (UAHNMATv1) dataset.
The NOCSv2 is a monthly mean gridded dataset of marine surface measurements and derived fluxes constructed using optimal interpolation. The input datasets
are the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS) Release
2.4 (Worley et al., 2005) ship data for the period 1973 to 2006 and ICOADS Release
2.5 ship data for the period 2007 to 2015. The derived surface fluxes are LHF, sensible
heat flux (SHF), net longwave (LW) radiation, and net shortwave (SW) radiation.
The LHF and SHF are computed following Smith (1980, 1988) from daily fields of
wind speed, SST, air temperature, and specific humidity. The net SW radiation is
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calculated following Reed (1977) from daily fields of cloud cover. The net LW radiation is computed following Clark et al. (1974) from daily fields of cloud cover, SST,
specific humidity and surface pressure. The quality of the gridded data is quantified
by estimates of random, bias, and total uncertainty (Berry and Kent, 2011). This
dataset is independent of model and satellite fields, and only contains in situ observations. However, this dataset lacks the global coverage that satellite or model fields
can provide.
The OAFlux dataset provides an up-to-date dataset of LHF, SHF, ocean evaporation, and flux-related surface meteorological variables on a daily 1 degree by 1
degree resolution grid. The OAFlux dataset is constructed from an optimal blending
of satellite retrievals and three atmospheric reanalyses which spans from 1958 to current time. The OAFlux dataset does not assimilate ship meteorological reports since
the global coverage is extremely sparse on a daily basis. The surfaces fluxes are derived from the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (Fairall et al., 2003,
COARE) bulk algorithm for the formulation of the LHF and SHF. The net LW and
net SW radiation are compiled from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project (ISCCP) dataset on OAFlux grids (Yu and Weller , 2007). OAFlux unlike
NOCSv2 has global coverage but is not independent of model and satellite fields.
The UAHNMATv1 dataset is a new independent global near-surface nighttime marine air temperature dataset developed to understand the current state of
the climate and is based on ship data within ICOADS release 3.0 dataset. UAHNMATv1 developed a NMAT dataset using a lapse rate height adjustment. This
dataset provides an independent temperature metric to be compared with climate
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models, without the use of satellite data, on a 5.0 degree by 5.0 degree grid spanning
1900 through 2018. Similar to NOCSv2, this dataset uses only in situ data and this
is not spatially complete. Further details of the construction of this dataset will be
addressed in Chapter 3.
UAHNMATv1 uses data from the ICOADS Release 3.0, which is comprised
of data from numerous sources and platforms dating back to 1662. Each platform in
ICOADS has the ability to record different meteorological (air temperature, relative
humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, etc.) and/or oceanographic variables
(sea surface temperature, sea state, salinity, etc.). Specifically, UAHNMATv1 uses
observational air temperature data measured by ships. Ships are defined by their
platform type codes 0-5, 10-12, 17 (US Navy, merchant, foreign military, ocean station
vessels, lightship, unspecified type ship, and oceanographic station data). In addition
to the quality control (QC) developed for UAHNMATv1 described in section 3.3,
ICOADS NCDC-QC flags were used.
The NOAA Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST)v4
dataset is a global, monthly dataset providing SST data from 1854 to present. This
dataset includes observations from ICOADS 2.5 dataset and is constructed with quality control of SST data and SST anomaly data, SST bias adjustments to buoy data,
and bias adjustments to ship SSTs using HadNMAT2 (Huang et al., 2015). It should
be noted that a new updated version ERSSTv5 is now available but will not be used
in this study.
ERSSTv4 uses HadNMAT2 to adjust ship SSTs since the difference between
SST and NMAT is near constant during the climatological period (1971-2000) of the
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ERSSTv4 (Huang et al., 2015). It is assumed that the climatological difference of SST
and NMAT is constant in other time periods (Huang et al., 2015). The Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Coupled Model version 2.1 (CM2.1) from 1875
to 2000 was used to determine if the difference between SST and NMAT is near
constant and found that there is a slight tendency -0.08◦ C century−1 (Huang et al.,
2015). This indicates that NMAT is increasing in the model faster than SST but
the -0.08◦ C century−1 is within the 95% confidence level (0.11C century-1) (Huang
et al., 2015). In contrast Christy et al. (2001) using high quality tropical buoys
demonstrated that the SST trend was actually greater than the 3m air temperature
for 1979-1999.
Another dataset utilized here is the Hadley Centre sea ice and sea surface
temperature (HadISST) dataset. The SST observations within the HadISST dataset
were the only data used for comparison in this paper. The development of the SST
part of the HadISST dataset started with the gridded in situ SST data from 1871
onwards corrected using the technique of Folland and Parker (1995). Reduced Space
Optimal Interpolation (RSOI) was applied to gridded in situ anomaly data for 1871
1948 on a 4◦ resolution and from 1949 onwards on a 2◦ resolution (Rayner et al.,
2003). For data covering the period form 1982 present, in situ data was combined
with satellite data.

2.2

Reanalysis Datasets
ERA-Interim (ERA-I) is a reanalysis dataset of the global atmosphere with

output starting in 1979. ERA-I’s original purpose was to bridge the gap between
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ERA-40 and the next-generation extended (ERA5) reanalysis at ECMWF (Berrisford et al., 2011; Dee et al., 2011). ERA-I uses a 4-dimensional variational analysis
(4D-VAR) to assimilate data into the model. While ERA-I contains multiple types
of data, this study will only use the 2 meter air temperature and 950mb temperature
and height at 0.75◦ x 0.75◦ grid spacing in order to compute lapse rates discussed in
Chapter 3. The 2 meter temperature is a derived variable based on the interpolation between the lowest model level and the surface using Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory (ECMWF , 2007).
The National Environmental Prediction Center’s (NCEP) Global Ocean Data
Assimilation System (GODAS) dataset is an ocean reanalysis dataset based on quasiglobal configuration of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory’s (GFDL) Modular Ocean Model (MOM) v3. Both the temperature and synthetic salinity profiles are
assimilated in a 3DVAR scheme designed by Derber and Rosati (1989). The 40 vertical levels are in the model together with 1 degree by 1 degree data values which are
enhanced in resolution to 1/3 degree by 1/3 degree within 10 degrees of the equator.
The GODAS is forced by the momentum flux, heat flux, and fresh water flux from the
NCEP atmospheric reanalysis 2 (Behringer and Xue, 2004). This reanalysis dataset
provides complete global coverage and many variables. However, this dataset is based
off an ocean model and will likely exhibit biases. This dataset will be primarily used
in Chapter 4 in regards to Oceanic Heat Transport (OHT).
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2.3

CMIP5 Climate Model Datasets
In order to have a comprehensive understanding of how the CMIP5 models

simulate the climate, 39 models have been selected for surface fluxes and 36 models
have been selected for surface sea/air temperatures in this study. These models were
selected based on the criteria of having both historical and RCP4.5 runs on a monthly
temporal scale. Table 2.1 summarizes all the CMIP5 models’ resolutions, references,
and the variables available for this study. The availability is denoted by “F” for only
the surface flux variables, “T” for only surface temperature variables, and “A” for all
the variables. Given the large range in spatial resolution, all the models are regridded
to a 2◦ x 2◦ grid using bilinear interpolation. In addition to analyzing the individual
CMIP5 models, the CMIP5 MME will be evaluated as well at a 2◦ x 2◦ grid.
As stated in Chapter 1, this study will utilize the historical runs of the CMIP5
climate models. The standard framework for all the CMIP5 historical runs includes
atmospheric composition (from both anthropogenic and volcanic influences), solar
forcing, emissions or concentrations of short-lived species and natural and anthropogenic aerosols, and land use. It should be noted that all atmospheric CO2 concentrations or emissions are prescribed while other gases can either be prescribed,
or calculated as a function of altitude, latitude, longitude and month of the year,
or calculated with chemistry models. The standard framework for all the CMIP
RCP4.5 runs, as stated previously, is that the radiative forcing stabilizes at 4.5 W
m−2 after year 2100 relative to preindustrial conditions. There is continuity of concentrations/emissions and land use in transitioning from historical to RCP4.5 runs in
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Table 2.1: List of CMIP5 models used in this study. The availability of all sets of variables
for study is denoted by “F” for only the surface flux variables, “T” for only the surface
temperature variables, and “A” for all variables.
No.

Model Name

Resolution (lat x lon)

Reference

Availability

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
42
43

ACCESS1.0
ACCESS1.3
BCC-CSM1.1
BCC-CSM1.1(m)
BNU-ESM
CanCM4
CanESM2
CCSM4
CESM1(BGC)
CESM1(CAM5)
CESM1(WACCM)
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO-Mk3.6.0
EC-Earth
FGOALS-g2
FIO-ESM
GFDL-ESM2M
GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-CM3
GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
HadGEM2-AO
INM-CM4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC4h
MIROC5
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MPI-ESM-LR
MPI-ESM-MR
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME

1.25◦ x 1.875◦
1.25◦ x 1.875◦
2.8125◦ x 2.8125◦
1.125◦ x 1.125◦
2.8125◦ x 2.8125◦
1.9◦ x 1.9◦
1.9◦ x 1.9◦
0.9◦ x 1.25◦
0.9◦ x 1.25◦
0.9◦ x 1.25◦
1.9◦ x 2.5◦
0.75◦ x 0.75◦
1.875◦ x 1.875◦
1.41◦ x 1.41◦
1.875◦ x 1.875◦
1.125◦ x 1.125◦
2.8125◦ x 2.8125◦
2.8125◦ x 2.8125◦
2.0◦ x 2.5◦
2.0◦ x 2.5◦
2.0◦ x 2.5◦
2.0◦ x 2.5◦
2.0◦ x 2.5◦
2.0◦ x 2.5◦
2.0◦ x 2.5◦
2.5◦ x 3.75◦
1.25◦ x 1.875◦
1.25◦ x 1.875◦
1.25◦ x 1.875◦
1.5◦ x 2.0◦
1.9◦ x 3.75◦
1.25◦ x 2.5◦
1.9◦ x 3.75◦
0.5625◦ x 0.5625◦
1.4025◦ x 1.4025◦
2.8125◦ x 2.8125◦
2.8125◦ x 2.8125◦
1.875◦ x 1.875◦
1.875◦ x 1.875◦
1.125◦ x 1.125◦
1.9◦ x 2.5◦
1.9◦ x 2.5◦

Bi et al. (2013)
Bi et al. (2013)
Wu et al. (2010)
Wu et al. (2010)
Ji et al. (2014)
Arora et al. (2011)
Arora et al. (2011)
Gent et al. (2011)
Long et al. (2013)
Hurrell et al. (2013)
Hurrell et al. (2013)
Fogli et al. (2009)
Fogli et al. (2009)
Voldoire et al. (2013)
Rotstayn et al. (2012)
Hazeleger et al. (2012)
Li et al. (2013b)
Song et al. (2012)
Dunne et al. (2012)
Dunne et al. (2012)
Delworth et al. (2006)
Schmidt et al. (2006)
Schmidt et al. (2006)
Schmidt et al. (2006)
Schmidt et al. (2006)
Collins et al. (2001)
Collins et al. (2011)
Collins et al. (2011)
Collins et al. (2011)
Volodin et al. (2010)
Dufresne et al. (2013)
Dufresne et al. (2013)
Dufresne et al. (2013)
Sakamoto et al. (2012)
Watanabe et al. (2010)
Watanabe et al. (2011)
Watanabe et al. (2011)
Stevens et al. (2012)
Stevens et al. (2012)
Yukimoto et al. (2011)
Iversen et al. (2013)
Tjiputra et al. (2013)

A
A
A
A
A
F
A
A
A
A
F
A
A
A
A
T
F
T
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
T
A
A
A
A
F
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
F
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the model year of 2006. Volcanic eruptions after 2006 are excluded from occurring in
the RCP4.5, but a constant background volcanic aerosol may/may not be specified
(Taylor et al., 2009).
All the CMIP5 models listed in Table 2.1 have multiple ensemble members
for the historical runs and the RCP4.5 projection runs. The ensemble members for
an individual climate model represents different set of initial model conditions while
maintaining identical experiment conditions to help separate signal from noise as
stated in Chapter 1 section 1.2.1. The individual climate model can be initialized in
many different ways. One example is by starting the historical run from a different
point in the preindustrial run. A second example is by initializing a different set
of aerosol/atmospheric chemistry profiles (Taylor et al., 2012). A third example is
whether different physical processes are parameterized or computed. These examples
are not an exhaustive list but a sampling of different ways the CMIP5 climate models
can be initialized differently. In theory, the average of all the ensemble members
for an individual climate model should replicate the bulk properties of the observed
climate to a acceptable degree of accuracy.
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CHAPTER 3

TROPICAL NEAR-SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURE

3.1

Background
As discussed in the introduction, there is a significant disparity between cli-

mate models and observations. The CMIP5 models’ near-surface air temperatures
and sea surface temperatures (SSTs) will be compared to observations in regards to
the tropical domain in order to illustrate the disparity at the atmosphere-ocean interface. To analyze this interface, a new marine air surface temperature dataset was
developed (UAHNMATv1).
Over the past century, climate records have indicated an increase in global
average surface temperature. Since there has been an increase in the concentration
of greenhouse gases, there has also been an associated increase in the forcing, the
response to which should be an increase in surface temperature. Thus, an accurate
time series of surface temperature is important to this question of the magnitude of the
response to anthropogenic climate forcing. Traditionally, climate scientists have and
continue to use SSTs, i.e. the temperature of the water itself just below the surface,
as a metric to assess the state of the surface climate over the oceans (Sanchez-Lugo
et al., 2017). However, near-surface air temperature over the oceans, i.e. marine
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air temperature or MAT, is an independent and useful temperature over the oceans.
MAT serves as a geographical and physical complement to near-surface temperature
over land. As noted, Christy et al. (2001) demonstrated that there was a statistically
significant difference in the near-surface air temperature trend and the collocated SST
trend in a key region of the tropical Pacific Ocean. Thus near surface air temperature
over land and ocean represents a continuous and consistent measurement.
In the IPCCs fourth and fifth assessment reports, some of the SSTs utilized
were corrected using ships observations of night-time marine air temperature (NMAT)
(Trenberth et al., 2007; Flato et al., 2013). Recently, Huang et al. (2015) utilized
NMATs as a reference to calibrate ship SST observations which were then used to
merge with buoy data (Karl et al., 2015). However, when the land surface air temperature is blended with the ocean data to compute the mean global near-surface air
temperature, the NMAT is not used. Furthermore, the IPCCs AR5 did not report the
trend for NMAT at all. NMAT observations, nevertheless, are important in assessing
climate variability and change.
NMAT observations are used rather than MAT observations since the ships
deck is heated and produces warm biases in the MAT during the day (Berry et al.,
2004; Berry and Kent, 2005). To account for the warm bias, a bias adjustment is
used (Berry et al., 2004; Berry and Kent, 2009) or the night-time data only is used
(Bottomley et al., 1990; Rayner et al., 2003; Kent et al., 2013). Additionally, NMATs
are measured at different heights based on the ship’s platform height. In order to
have a homogeneous record, the NMAT can be adjusted to a reference height based
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on similarity theory (Rayner et al., 2003; Kent et al., 2013) or by applying a varying
lapse rate, which is used in UAHNMATv1.

3.2

Methods
The construction of the gridded UAHNMATv1 dataset starts with data from

the ICOADS R3.0 dataset. The UAHNMATv1 went through meticulous homogenization since there are many biases to account for such as increasing ship height
and changing observing practices. The UAHNMATv1 dataset, once homogenize, is
gridded to 5.0◦ monthly anomalies from 1900-2014. The ERSSTv4, HadISST, and
the CMIP5 climate models are regridded to 5.0◦ x 5.0◦ grid for comparison.

3.2.1

Day/Night Sorting
One of the difficulties of using the ICOADS dataset is that solar deck heat-

ing during the daytime will impact the marine air temperature (Berry et al., 2004;
Berry and Kent, 2005). In order to account for this problem, night-time marine air
temperatures will be used exclusively. Night will be defined as one hour after sunset
to one hour after sunrise to significantly reduce the warm bias from the solar deck
heating during the day (Parker et al., 1995; Rayner et al., 2003; Kent et al., 2013).
The ICOADS dataset does have a day/night data flag in order to sort the day/night
but the flag defines night from sunset to sunrise. As such, every observation will be
analyzed to generate a sunset and sunrise timestamp in order to define night and to
account for the solar deck heating. Sunset and sunrise will be calculated similar to
Woolf (1968).
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3.2.2

Air Temperature Height Adjustment
One of goals of the UAHNMATv1 dataset is uniformity. In order to achieve

this goal, all temperature reports are adjusted to one reference height of 10 meters
similar to Kent et al. (2013). Parker et al. (1995) and Rayner et al. (2003) adjusted
to the reference heights of 15 meters and about 16 meters, respectively. Kent et al.
(2013),Parker et al. (1995),and Rayner et al. (2003) developed atmospheric boundary
layer temperature profiles based on boundary-layer similarity theory for various wind,
SST, and atmospheric temperature (AT) values using different methods. However,
this dataset takes a slightly different approach by using an analyzed spatially and temporally varying lapse rate based on ERA-I reanalysis data to adjust to the reference
height of 10 meters. The ERA-I data lapse rates are monthly lapse rates based on
data from 2010-2015 computed from the 2 meter temperature to the 950hPa temperature slope. This lapse rate method, while similar in nature to other NMAT datasets,
is an atmospheric model derived method including many atmospheric regimes.

3.2.3

Platform/Sensor Height
One of the issues with adjusting to the reference height is that the height at

each observation needs to be known. Unfortunately, observations before 2002 did
not have any metadata for the thermometer height and observations before 1968 had
limited metadata available on the height of ship decks (Kent et al., 2007). Ship deck
height is assumed to be close to the measurement of the air temperature height in
lieu of air temperature height. Therefore, in order to include more ship observations,
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Figure 3.1: The global average annual mean measurement height from 1900-2018
(meters).

ship deck height is assumed to follow global estimations developed by Kent et al.
(2013) up to 1970. From 1970 through 2014, 5.0◦ gridded ship observation heights
from the ICOADS R3.0 metadata are used if the information is available in the
given grid cell. The 5.0◦ gridded ship heights are monthly averaged then smoothed
using a 5-year rolling average. If a ship observation is not available in the given grid
cell or neighboring grid cell, then the global monthly average is used. From 1970
through 2014, less than 0.5% of the observations use the global monthly average ship
height in the UAHNMATv1 dataset in any given month. From 2015 onward, 2014
gridded defaults values were used given the lack of height information after December
2014. Once height information is available for this time period, these heights will be
updated. Figure 3.1 shows the global average annual mean measurement height from
1900-2018.
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Figure 3.2: Annual mean 2-σ uncertainty in air temperature due to height adjustment (◦ C).

Given the above methods in estimating ship deck height, the adjustment to
individual platforms can be made. If the ship observation has a reported observation
height, that is used in the adjustment to 10 meters using the lapse rate for that
grid cell. However, if the ship/temperature height is missing, the global average ship
height or gridded ship height is used for ship deck height estimation.
The uncertainty estimates for observation heights are estimated following the
same method as developed by Kent et al. (2013) up to 1970. The uncertainty after
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1970 was computed, similar Kent et al. (2013), based on the 2- standard deviation
in each 5◦ ship observation grid cell for which there were available heights. In data
sparse regions the uncertainty was calculated using the 2-σ standard deviation of the
values contributing to the global value. Figure 3.2 shows maps of the annual mean
uncertainty in air temperature due to height adjustment uncertainty in four selected
years.

3.2.4

Climatology/Anomalies Methods
Once the adjustments are made to each individual observation, the data are

gridded into 1.25◦ NMAT pentads. From the pentads, the daily values are linearly
interpolated. The annual cycle was computed from 1961-1990 based on the monthly
mean values linearly interpolated to daily values per grid cell using a calculated midmonth value similar to Taylor et al. (2000). This method ensures that when the
interpolated daily values are monthly averaged, the monthly average is equal to the
monthly climatology value prior to the interpolation. If the calculated annual cycle
grid cell is more than three median absolute deviations than neighboring grid cells,
the grid cell is masked. Median absolute deviation is more resilient to outliers than
standard deviation given the dependence on the median value. Daily anomalies are
calculated from the daily annual cycle value then averaged into a monthly anomaly.
The monthly anomaly is regridded from 1.25◦ grid to 5.0◦ grid using bilinear interpolation where enough grid points are available. In data-sparse areas, the nearest
neighbor or a weighted average method is used. The grid points are then filtered using
median absolute deviation of neighboring grid points as a form of quality control.
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Figure 3.3: Annual mean 2-σ uncertainty in air temperature due to sampling and
random measurement uncertainty (◦ C).

The uncertainty estimates for the gridded anomalies is a combination of the
height adjustment uncertainty and the sampling and random measurement uncertainty. The sampling uncertainty is related to the error in each gridded value based
on the under-sampling of variability in the grid box. Our method used here is the
same method developed by Rayner et al. (2006). The sampling uncertainty is estimated by first estimating the uncertainty in each grid box calculated from a single
observation. This uncertainty value is then divided by the square root of the number
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of observations in a monthly averaged grid box to produce the sampling uncertainty
for that grid box. Figure 3.3 shows maps of the annual average uncertainty in air
temperature due to sampling and random measurement uncertainty in four selected
years. This method of sampling uncertainty, however, has been shown to underestimate uncertainty when compared to the more advanced error model by Kennedy
et al. (2011) (Kent et al., 2013).

3.2.5

World War II Bias
During World War II, non-standard observing practices of NMAT were com-

mon (Folland et al., 1984). One example occurred when observers on the ship took
the thermometer inside the ship to read the temperature observation, in order to
avoid being spotted by enemy ships since their ships were not lighted outside. This
observing practice created an artificial warming bias in the NMAT (Bottomley et al.,
1990). Figure 3.4 shows a time series of this artificial warming bias in ICOADS R3.0
data from December 1941 to December 1945.
To account for this warm bias, an adjustment to the NMAT is made. The
goal is to find what the expected average NMAT would have been from December
1941 to December 1945 using 60 month average anomaly prior to December 1941 and
after December 1945. A 60 month average was taken of NMAT anomaly daily values
from December 1936 to November 1941 and from January 1946 to December 1950
for each grid cell. Using linear interpolation between the two periods, an expected
anomaly average per grid cell is produced. The expected anomaly average of NMAT
from December 1941 to December 1945 is subtracted from the measured anomaly
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Figure 3.4: Monthly Average NMAT anomaly for unadjusted (red) NMAT and
adjusted (black) NMAT from December 1941 to December 1945

average of NMAT to produce the bias per grid cell. This bias is used to correct all
NMAT anomaly daily values from December 1941 to December 1945 per grid cell.
The key assumption is that the average bias from December 1941 to December 1945
equals the bias for each day from December 1941 to December 1945. Furthermore,
the assumption is the underlying trend is linear from December 1936 - November
1941 to January 1946- December 1950 per grid cell.
The uncertainties for the WW2 bias adjustment are estimated from the standard deviations of the bias adjustments within a monthly 5.0◦ by 5.0◦ grid.

3.2.6

Global and Regional Trends
While anomalies are important indicators of years that are cooler or warmer

than normal, global trends demonstrate how the climate is changing on longer time
scales. In order to develop a global trend, a global mean temperature is computed by
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an area weighted average for each month and is defined from 67◦ S-67◦ N. The arctic
regions are not included in this version of the dataset until further analysis can be
done on the influence of seasonal sea ice on the lapse rates calculated from reanalysis
data. Global trends are also useful in in testing the response of the climate system
due to slow changes in forcing. However, how the temperature trends vary regionally
is also of interest to researchers. For this dissertation, the tropics (20◦ S to 20◦ N) are
of particular interest.

3.2.7

Common Grid
As previously mentioned, the HadISST dataset, ERSSTv4 dataset, and CMIP5

models listed in Table 2.1 will be used to compare with the UAHNMATv1 dataset. In
order to properly compare each dataset to another, each dataset needs to be regridded
to the same temporal and spatial scales. The UAHNMATv1 dataset, has a grid spacing of 5.0◦ for monthly anomalies. Unlike the UAHNMATv1, the HadISST dataset
has a grid spacing of 1.0◦ with monthly actual temperature values. Therefore, the
HadISST dataset anomalies are computed using the 1961-1990 reference period then
interpolated into 5.0◦ grid spacing using bilinear interpolation. The ERSSTv4 dataset
has a grid spacing of 2.0◦ for monthly anomalies. However, the monthly anomalies
are based on 1971-2000 reference period. Therefore, monthly anomalies are computed
using 1961-1990 reference period and are interpolated to 5.0◦ grid using bilinear interpolation. The CMIP5 models have various spatial resolutions, therefore all the
CMIP5 models are bilinearly interpolated to 5.0◦ grid after computing anomalies
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based on the 1961-1990 reference period. All grids across all datasets are collocated
to common grids among all in situ datasets and CMIP5 models.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Climatology Results
As stated before, the 1961-1990 climatology is needed in order to compute the

anomalies of the UAHNMATv1 dataset. Figure 3.5 represents the annual cycle at
1.25◦ grid spacing. It is important to notice that the northern hemisphere is generally
data rich while the southern hemisphere is generally sparse. Therefore, any metrics
such as trends calculated in the southern hemisphere will have greater uncertainty.

3.3.2

UAHNMATv1 Results
Figure 3.6 compares the decadal averaged spatial anomalies from the beginning

to the end of the UAHNMATv1 dataset. The spatial anomalies are calculated by the
deviation from the 1961-1990 gridded climatology maps. The number of grid cells
increases throughout the time frame, however the coverage has been slightly declining
slightly since about 1990. In general, the Earth was cooler than average in the early
part of the 20th century and warmer from the 2000s onward, particularly in the higher
latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere.
While spatial anomalies are important in the UAHNMATv1 dataset, the globally weighted temperature anomaly is useful in assessing the current state of the global
climate. UAHNMATv1 global anomalies has a trend from 1900-2018 of 0.069 ±
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Figure 3.5: Annual cycle of NMAT at 1.25◦ grid from 1961-1990. Climatological
mean of (a) January; (b) February; (c) March; (d) April; (e) May; (f) June; (g) July;
(h) August; (i) September; (j) October; (k) November; (l) December.
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Figure 3.6: UAHNNMATv1 progression of decadal averaged spatial anomalies at
5.0◦ grid. Decadal averaged spatial anomalies from (a) 1900-1909; (b) 1920-1929; (c)
1940-1949; (d) 1960-1969; (e) 1980-1989; and (f) 2000-2018.
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0.014◦ C/decade at the 95% confidence interval (CI) as shown in Figure 3.7a. Figure 3.7(b,c,d,e,f) shows the five regional extents follow the general warming trend
of the globe with the SH extent having the greatest warming trend from 1900-2018.
The trends are computed using linear regression and accounting for autocorrelation
in the time series. The autocorrelation is computed by normalizing the time series
data, then computing the lag 1 autocorrelation coefficient similar to Box and Jenkins
(1976). From this coefficient, the number of independent samples is computed. These
independent samples are used to calculate the estimated degrees of freedom and thus
the margin of error at the 95% CI by using the t-test.

3.3.3

Comparison with SST datasets and CMIP5 model output
As stated in Section 3.1, the purpose of this data construction research is to

develop an independent NMAT climate dataset to compare to other SST datasets
and CMIP5 model output. In order to compare each dataset properly, all the UAHNMATv1 grid points are collocated with all other datasets, as stated before. Given
the uncertainty in WW2 bias correction of UAHNNMATv1 dataset, the comparison
between datasets span the period 1946 to 2005, ending at the last year of the historical runs in CMIP5 model output. Figure 3.8 compares near surface air temperature
(UAHNMATv1) and sea surface temperature (HadISST and ERSSTv4) anomalies to
CMIP5 climate model output of Tmin (a proxy for NMAT) and SST over the tropical
domain of 20◦ S to 20◦ N smoothed with a 12-point running mean filter. There is broad
agreement among all datasets across the tropical domain, but the most obvious difference is the distinct cyclic variability of the in situ datasets versus the gradual increase
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Figure 3.7: UAHNMATv1 monthly temperature anomalies (◦ C, blue line) from
1900-2018 with a 12-point running mean filter (red line) averaged in 6 latitude bands.
(a) 67◦ S to 67◦ N; (b) 0◦ N to 67◦ N; (c) 67◦ S to 0◦ S; (d) 20◦ S to 20◦ N; (e)20◦ N to 67◦ N;
and (f) 67◦ S to 20◦ N.
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of the CMIP5 MME mean output. The gradual increase and lack of cyclic variability
of the CMIP5 MME mean output is to be expected given that the timing and magnitude of the ENSO signal is hard to replicate across the average of the CMIP5 MME.
However, the in situ dataset is generally within the model spread for both Tmin and
SST. The exception to the general agreement is when a strong ENSO signal is present.
During the strong La Niña of 1954-1956 and 1973-1976, UAHNMATv1 is outside the
lower range of the CMIP5 model output from 1955 through early 1956 and both
UAHNMATv1 and HadISST datasets are outside the lower range of CMIP5 model
output from late 1975 through early 1976. During the strong El Niño of 1982-1983,
all three in situ dataset are outside the upper range of the CMIP5 model output from
late 1982 through early 1983.
Collocated differences are compared between UAHNMATv1, HadISST, and
ERSSTv1 with CMIP5 model output of Tmin and SST (Figure 3.9). This figure
provides evidence that the CMIP5 MME mean of both Tmin and SST does not
simulate the cyclic variability of the in situ datasets. The largest differences between
the in situ datasets and CMIP5 model output occur where the strongest ENSO signals
are present.
Figure 3.10 shows trends across the tropical domain from 1946-2005 in a box
and whisker plot. The whiskers represent the 95% confidence intervals and the box
represents 50% of the distribution. All the datasets fall within the confidence intervals
of each other. However, this box and whisker plot does not illustrate the accuracy
of the spatial patterns across the tropical domain. As stated in section 1.4, Taylor
diagrams can provide a statistical summary of how well patterns match each other
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Figure 3.8: Collocated near-surface air temperature anomaly and sea surface temperature anomaly (◦ C, relative to 1961-1990) from 1946-2005 averaged over 20◦ S to
20◦ N latitude band. The near-surface datasets are UAHNMATv1 (black) and CMIP5
MME mean Tmin (blue). The SST datasets are HadISST (red), ERSSTv4 (green),
and the CMIP5 MME mean SST (gold). The shading represents the range in CMIP5
model output of Tmin (blue) and SST (yellow) for individual climate models.

in terms of their correlation, RMS difference, and the ratio of their variances. In
Figure 3.11 a comparison of the Tmin anomalies between UAHNMATv1 and CMIP5
models is made for the mean state from 1946-2005. The ratio of the mean state
standard deviation exhibits the relative amplitude of the CMIP5 models and the
UAHNMATv1 variations. The majority of the CMIP5 models greatly underestimate
the amplitude of the anomalies relative to the UAHNMATv1 dataset. Furthermore,
the spatial correlation is less than 0.45 for all the CMIP5 models. This indicates
that the CMIP5 models are incorrectly phased to events such as ENSO observations.
These results are similar to the results in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. Figure 3.12 is a
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Figure 3.9: Collocated near-surface air temperature anomaly and sea surface temperature anomaly difference (◦ C) from 1946-2005 averaged over 20◦ S to 20◦ N latitude band. CMIP5 Tmin-UAHNMATv1 (black); CMIP5 SST-UAHNMATv1 (blue);
CMIP5 SST-ERSSTv4 (gold); and CMIP5 SST-HadISST (green).

Figure 3.10: Near surface air and sea temperature trend (◦ C/decade) from 1946-2005
at 5.0◦ , collocated. The whiskers and the box represent the 95% and 50% confidence
interval, respectively. The red line is the temperature trend.
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comparison of the SST anomalies between HadISST and CMIP5 models from 19462005. Once again, the majority of the CMIP5 models underestimate the amplitude of
the anomalies and all the CMIP5 models are incorrectly phased relative to HadISST
dataset. Figure 3.13 is a comparison of the SST anomalies between ERSSTv4 and
CMIP5 models from 1946-2005. Similar to Figure 3.12, most of the CMIP5 models
underestimate the amplitude of the anomalies and all the CMIP5 models are incorrectly phased. Fortunately, for the analysis in the succeeding chapters, the overall
long-term trends of NMAT and SSTs are in good agreement, so that we may consider
the average forcing processes that impact these variables.
Unlike the anomalies for the mean state, there are individual CMIP5 climate models that replicate the observations more proficiently with respect to SST
in the months of January and July shown in Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18
and 3.19. In Figures 3.15 and 3.16, the IPSL-CM5B-LR model replicated the observations(HadISST and ERSSTv4) the best in January with the lowest centered RMSE.
While, the MPI-ESM-LR model replicate the observations (HadISST and ERSSTv4)
the best in July with the lowest centered RMSE (Figures 3.18 and 3.19).

3.4

Discussion
In this section, the development of a night-time marine surface air tempera-

ture dataset was described which is largely independent of SSTs in order to assess
understanding of the climate system as embodied in climate models. The UAHNMATv1 dataset underwent robust bias corrections and quality control. The median
absolute deviation of neighboring grid points is used to filter out grid points outside
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Figure 3.11: Taylor diagram for Tmin anomalies for the mean state from 1946-2005
with UAHNMATv1 as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test field.

the threshold of three absolute deviation in both the computation of the annual cycle
and the regridding process as part of the quality control. As evidence by Figure 3.6,
high latitude SH grids exhibit the greatest uncertainty. The height adjustment from
platform type and the bias correction to the World War II era produced the largest
corrections.
As mentioned throughout the study, there were a few key assumptions made
while constructing the UAHNMATv1 dataset. The first key assumption is that the
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Figure 3.12: Taylor diagram for SST anomalies for the mean state from 1946-2005
with HadISST as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test field.

average bias from December 1941 to December 1945 equals the bias for each day
from December 1941 to December 1945 for the adjustment for WW2 bias. The
second assumption is the trend is linear from December 1936 - November 1941 to
January 1946- December 1950 per grid cell. In comparison with other datasets,
UAHNMATv1 tends to be too cold during this time period, especially during 1945.
This may be an artifact of the linear interpolation method. The third assumption
is that ERA-I dataset is the best reanalysis dataset for boundary layer lapse rates.
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Figure 3.13: Taylor diagram for SST anomalies for the mean state from 1946-2005
with ERSSTv4 as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test field.

Further investigation with other reanalysis datasets such as JRA-55 will need to be
completed. Future work on this dataset will also involve how lapse rates in the
reanalysis datasets are influenced by the presence of seasonal sea ice.
As noted earlier, the UAHNMATv1, HadISST, and ERSSTv4 datasets generally follow the warming trend of CMIP5 MME from 1946-2005 as shown in Figure 3.8.
However, spatially the CMIP5 model output for Tmin and SST anomalies does not
match the observations. The spatial correlation of anomalies was less than 0.7 for
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Figure 3.14: Taylor diagram for Tmin anomalies for the mean January state from
1946-2005 with UAHNMATv1 as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the
test field.

Figure 3.15: Taylor diagram for SST anomalies for the mean January state from
1946-2005 with HadISST as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test
field.
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Figure 3.16: Taylor diagram for SST anomalies for the mean January state from
1946-2005 with ERSSTv4 as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test
field.

Figure 3.17: Taylor diagram for Tmin anomalies for the mean July state from 19462005 with UAHNMATv1 as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test
field.
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Figure 3.18: Taylor diagram for SST anomalies for the mean July state from 19462005 with HadISST as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test field.

Figure 3.19: Taylor diagram for SST anomalies for the mean July state from 19462005 with ERSSTv4 as the reference field and the CMIP5 models as the test field.
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all spatial comparisons. This suggest that CMIP5 ocean circulation models contain
significant biases. Furthermore, the CMIP5 model output for Tmin anomalies were
greatly underestimated in magnitude compared to the UAHNMATv1 observations as
seen in Figures 3.11, 3.14 and 3.17. The CMIP5 model output for SST anomalies,
however, does match the magnitude and pattern with both HadISST and ERSSTv4
datasets more accurately when limiting the comparison to a single month over the
1946-2005 time period. This result suggest the CMIP5 models can simulate the observations with respect to SST in some regard.
The UAHNMATv1 dataset provides a new independent NMAT dataset to
understand the current state of the climate based on ship data within ICOADS release
3.0 dataset. In order to improve the UAHNMATv1 dataset, there is a continued need
for observations of near-surface air temperature and new digitized old ship logs to
aid in filling in gaps in previous years. UAHNMATv1 will serve as a complement
to near-surface air temperature over land. This dataset was carefully homogenized
given the biases in ship data such as increasing ship height and changing observing
practices.
The UAHNMAT, HadISST, ERSSTv4 datasets demonstrate that the trend of
the areal averaged anomalies of the observations are within the range of the CMIP5
model output. However, there is a large spatial disparity in the near surface and sea
surface temperature in comparison with CMIP5 model output. The following chapter
will analyze the radiative and heat fluxes over the tropical domain to identify any
discrepancies with the energy budget in comparison with observations. An important
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question is whether the discrepancies found in the near surface air and sea surface
temperature is present in the energy budget over the tropical domain.
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CHAPTER 4

TROPICAL SURFACE ENERGY FLUXES

4.1

Background
One way global climate models can be used is to estimate the movement of heat

within the climate system and thus the magnitude of the response to changes in the
forcings which under the enhanced greenhouse effect, implies additional heat being
transported. The tropical atmospheric domain is where the enhanced greenhouse gas
forcing is the largest in climate model projections and represents the region where
the key water vapor feedback impact is apparent (McKitrick and Christy, 2018).
Thus it is imperative to evaluate the heat transport processes in the tropics (20 ◦ S
to 20 ◦ N), given the large disparity between observations and climate models across
this domain. Furthermore, the ECS calculated at the surface is directly related to
the warming rate of the bulk tropical atmosphere. Therefore, the evaluation of the
surface energy budget is crucial to understanding the flow of heat in the tropical
domain.
Previous research has been done with regards to the global surface energy
budget as well as over land and oceans, separately. As mentioned in the validation
section in Chapter 1, Wild et al. (2013) evaluated CMIP5 climate models TOA and
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surface energy fluxes from a global perspective. The research found that climate
models overestimated the downward solar and underestimated the downward thermal
radiation with respect to surface observations from the global energy balance archive
and baseline surface radiation network datasets. Wild et al. (2015)expanded this line
of research by separating land from ocean in evaluating CMIP5 climate models energy
fluxes and found that TOA observations matched CMIP5 climate model output well.
However, the magnitudes of the surface fluxes in the CMIP5 climate model do not
match well with observations over land and ocean. Similar to Wild et al. (2013),
CMIP5 climate models were found to overestimate downward solar radiation over
land and oceans, and underestimate the downward thermal radiation over land (Wild
et al., 2015).
This chapter will evaluate the oceanic heat transport and surface energy fluxes
between CMIP5 models and observations across the tropical domain. The OHT will
be calculated using the direct and residual methods described in the next section. Additionally, the surface energy budget computation will use observations from NOCSv2
and OAFLUX datasets in comparison with the CMIP5 climate model output. The
OHT calculations and the observations versus CMIP5 climate model output comparisons will be described in detail within the results section.
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4.2

Methods

4.2.1

Oceanic Heat Transport
Prior to the computation of the surface energy budget over the tropical do-

main, the OHT is calculated to make certain that the energy disparity over the tropics
is not due to a disparity of heat transport out of the tropical oceans. The OHT is
computed and analyzed to determine if there is significant disparity between observations and select CMIP5 models. There are three methods to calculate the OHT. The
first method is the direct method in which the ocean temperature and the velocity of
the ocean current at each level of the ocean is used to compute the heat transport for
that area, either from in situ measurements or model output. The second method is
the surface based flux method. This method uses the calculated surface radiative and
heat fluxes in high latitudes versus low latitudes to compute OHT that represents the
required heat transport. The third method is the planetary energy balance method.
From the combination of satellite-derived net radiation values at TOA and the atmospheric transport data, the OHT is calculated from the difference between the total
energy transport required for radiative balance and the atmospheric transport data
(Peixoto and Oort, 1992).
While present in the IPCC AR5 report, no CMIP5 model output variable
”hfnorth” is available to download through the Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF)
in order to quickly compare OHT to observational datasets. This study uses the direct
method and surface based method in order to determine the OHT over the tropical
domain.
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The direct method uses the CCSM4 model output and the GODAS dataset.
The oceanic northward current velocity and potential temperature are used and evaluated at all levels. In order to correctly assess the northward oceanic heat flux from
the tropics, each ocean basin (Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian) northward oceanic heat
flux is computed. The equation for each basin according to Peixoto and Oort (1992)
:

OHTdirect =

Z

0

ρc0 (x2 − x1 )[vT ]dz

(4.1)

−H

H is the maximum depth of the basin. ρ is the density of water, c0 is the
specific heat of ocean water, x1 /x2 are the western and eastern boundaries of the
basin at depth z, and vT is the meridional transport of the zonal and vertical mean
northward flux of sensible heat. All of the different ocean basins are then summed
to achieve the total northward oceanic heat flux across the tropics. The assumptions
that are made with this method are (a) transient eddy effects are neglected, (b)
includes only stationary component, and (c) results may be influenced by the model
parameterizations (Peixoto and Oort, 1992).
The surface based flux method uses the CMIP5 model output and in situ
observational datasets. This study uses three prominent United States based models
to compute OHT using the surface based flux method: the CCSM4, GISS-E2-R,
and GFDL-E2M2M models from the CMIP5 model suite. The in situ data are the
NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets. The following equations are used to calculate OHT
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per latitude band and the total OHT over the tropical domain similar to DeMott
et al. (2010).

2

OHTperlat = 2πa

2

OHTtotal = 2πa

Z

Z

φ1

cos(φ)N ETSF Czonal dφ

(4.2)

φ2

φ(20◦ N )

cos(φ)N ETSF Czonal dφ

(4.3)

φ(20◦ S)

The N etSF Czonal variable is the zonally integrated net surface energy flux over
the ocean, a is the earth’s radius, and φ is latitude. The net surface energy flux is
the sum of the net SW, net LW, LHF, and SHF. The assumptions with the surface
heat balance are the uncertainties in the air-sea exchange processes, the radiation
parameterization at the surface are low (Peixoto and Oort, 1992), and that the ocean
heat storage is negligible.

4.2.2

Surface Energy Budget
The surface energy budget will provide insight as to where the flow of joules

of energy is partitioned over the tropical domain. Using the atmospheric realm of the
CMIP5 models, the surface radiative and heat fluxes are computed over the tropics
excluding land surfaces. These values are compared with values calculated from
the NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets. Before NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets can be
compared, the fact that the global energy budgets are not in global balance is dealt
with using the assumption that the spatial distribution of the imbalance is uniform
across the Earth. The result is Figure 4.1 which is the total northward heat transport
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Figure 4.1: Total northward OHT (PW) across the globe with the observational
unadjusted datasets (dashed lines) and adjusted datasets (solid lines) with the tropical
domain defined by the vertical dashed lines.

inferred from the atmospheric surface energy budget. From this result, it is inferred
that the CMIP5 models are in global balance and will be compared to the balanced
observational datasets. From this comparison, a surface energy budget diagram will
be constructed for the tropical domain.
Prior to calculating the surface energy budget, each component of the surface
energy budget will be analyzed. Both NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets use derived
variables of net LW, net SW, LHF, and SHF as stated in Chapter 2. However, the
CMIP5 experiment provides both the downwelling and upwelling components of the
solar (rsds and rsus) and thermal (rlds and rlus) variables. Thus, the net SW and net
LW variables are calculated from downwelling and upwelling components. Before a
direct comparison between CMIP5 model output and observations, all datasets will
be regridded to a 2◦ by 2◦ gird using a bilinear interpolation and nearest neighbor
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approach. The data are bilinearly interpolated and any grid cells near the coastlines
are filled with a nearest neighbor interpolation. All spatial averaging calculations
use areal weighting based on the cosine of the latitude. The common temporal scale
among all datasets is from 1984 through 2005. The historical runs of the CMIP5
models are only used in order to assess the accuracy of simulating the past climate
with respect to the observations.

4.3

Results
The CMIP5 models archive the net SW, net LW, LHF, and SHF variables

in their historical runs and when compared with observations the biases of these
simulations are revealed in several quantity metrics such as the climatological mean
state, seasonal variations, and long-term trend with respect to observations. However,
a schematic diagram of the surface energy budget will show that over the tropical
oceanic domain, the CMIP5 MME uncertainty for each component of the budget
falls in range with respect to observations, from 1984-2005.

4.3.1

Oceanic Heat Transport
As stated in section 4.2.1, the direct method is used to indicate whether the

ocean processes are similar in the models and observations. Figure 4.2 shows agreement with both CCSM4 and GODAS northward OHT for the top 200 meters of the
ocean. The direct method calculates the total northward OHT by summing up all
the ocean basins northward OHT. Assuming that the ocean processes are similar, the
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Figure 4.2: Northward OHT (PW) using the direct method from CCSM4 model
and GODAS output in the top 200 meters of the ocean from 1980-2015.

difference between the CMIP5 models and observations occur at the ocean surface
from an absorbed energy flux point of view.
Next, by using the surface based flux method, calculating the Northward OHT
per latitude provides insight into per latitude variations between the CMIP5 models
and observations. In Figure 4.3, the GFLD-ESM2M and GISS-E2-R have the largest
range in OHT and are noticably different from the NOCSv2 and OAFlux dataset. The
CCSM4, on the other hand, is visually similar with the observations. While the per
latitude OHT is important, the ultimate question is how much energy is transported?
Figure 4.4 answers this question by integrating Figure 4.3 from 20◦ S to 20◦ N. Both
NOCzSv2 and OAFlux adjusted datasets indicate more energy is transported out of
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Figure 4.3: Northward OHT (PW) per latitude band using the surface based method
from 1984-2005.

Figure 4.4: Total northward OHT (PW) using the surface based method from 19842005.
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the tropics than the CMIP5 models. This result suggests that CMIP5 models release
more energy back to the atmosphere in the tropics than observations suggest.

4.3.2

Climatological mean state and seasonal mean
The climatological mean state is an important part of assessing the dispar-

ity between CMIP5 model output and observations. If the CMIP5 models can reproduce what is observed in the mean state for each variable, further analysis can
be useful. Also, any deviations from the observed mean state could indicate systematic bias and assist in correcting the CMIP5 models in the future. The annual
mean (January-December) and seasonal mean (December,January,February (DJF)
and June,July,August (JJA)) climatology of each component of the surface energy
budget (net SW, net LW, LHF, and SHF) are computed for the period from 19842005 using CMIP5 model output and observations.

4.3.2.1

Net SW

The climatology of the net SW in the MME and observations are compared in
Figure 4.5. The patterns in net SW are similar in both MME and the observations
with larger net SW values concentrated mainly in the equatorial region of the tropical
ocean. The larger values coincide with areas of maximum incoming SW radiation and
persistent subsidence in the atmosphere. However, the amplitude of the patterns are
larger in the observational datasets. The spatial patterns will be analyzed more in
depth in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.5: Tropical ocean average climatology of net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at
the surface in the a) MME, b) NOCSv2 and, c) OAFlux. The time period is from
1984-2005.

To quantify the amplitude differences between the CMIP5 models and the
observational datasets, the tropical areal weighted model bias is computed as shown
in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 for the annual climatology from 1984-2005. The model bias
is defined as the areal weighted average individual CMIP5 model - the areal weighted
average reference dataset (NOCSv2,OAFlux, or MME). The annual climatological
(1984-2005) net SW energy fluxes at the surface biases with respect to NOCSv2
dataset exhibit a low bias in the MME indicating the net SW energy fluxes simulated
accurately (Figure 4.6). However, there is a considerable amount of spread from
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Figure 4.6: Tropical ocean average climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy
fluxes at the surface with respect to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.7: Tropical ocean average climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy
fluxes at the surface with respect to OAFlux reference dataset.
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Figure 4.8: Tropical ocean average climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy
fluxes at the surface with respect to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.

each individual CMIP5 model with overestimation and underestimations as large as
18 W m−2 . This individual model spread is present in Figure 4.8 with respect to
the MME mean with a range from -17.5 to +16.25 W m−2 . On the other hand, the
majority of the CMIP5 models underestimate the net SW with respect to the OAFlux
dataset (Figure 4.7). Overall, however, the CMIP5 MME areal mean bias is within
one spatial standard deviation of the net SW for each observational dataset given in
Table 4.1. Thus, the CMIP5 MME simulate the annual net SW to useful precision.
As with the annual climatological mean of the net SW energy fluxes, the
seasonal DJF and JJA climatological mean are similar to observations as shown in
Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14. The CMIP5 MME DJF mean bias is 1.8
and -6.1 W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively. The
CMIP5 MME JJA mean is -0.03 and -7.65 W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2 and
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Figure 4.9: DJF Climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

OAFlux datasets, respectively. These mean biases are within one spatial standard
deviation of the observational datasets (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) and thus the CMIP5
model output simulates the seasonal mean state of net SW energy flux sufficiently
well to proceed.

4.3.2.2

Net LW

The climatology of surface net LW energy flux in the MME and observations
is compared in Figure 4.15. The patterns in net LW are similar in both MME and the
NOCv2 dataset which are mostly zonal patterns. However, the pattern is different
in the OAFlux dataset with lower values of surface net LW energy flux concentrated
along the western parts South America and Africa which coincide with areas of persis-
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Figure 4.10: DJF Climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 4.11: DJF Climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.
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Figure 4.12: JJA Climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.13: JJA Climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to OAFlux reference dataset.
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Figure 4.14: JJA Climatological biases in net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.

tent upwelling. The spatial disparity between the OAFlux dataset and CMIP5 model
output will be analyzed more in depth in Chapter 5.
The tropical areal weighted model bias from 1984-2005 is computed as shown
in Figures 4.16, 4.18 and 4.19 for the annual climatology. The majority of the CMIP5
models overestimate the net LW energy flux at the surface with respect to NOCSv2
dataset (Figure 4.16). The MME bias is 9.4 W m−2 which falls outside two spatial
standard deviations of the NOCSv2 dataset (Table 4.1). Therefore at the surface,
there is more Net LW energy emitted from the surface in CMIP5 models then indicated by the NOCv2 dataset. One reason for this disparity could be a differences
in SSTs as illustrated in Figure 4.17. The MME mean SST anomaly is greater than
the observational datasets (HadISST, ERSSTv4). However, the MME mean SST
anomaly is within the 95% confidence interval of HadISST and ERSSTv4 datasets
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Figure 4.15: Climatology of net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface in the a)
MME, b) NOCSv2 and, c) OAFlux. The time period is from 1984-2005.

from 1984-2005 and thus not significantly larger. In Figure 4.18, the net LW energy fluxes at the surface biases with respect to OAFlux dataset, however, exhibit a
low bias in the MME indicating the net LW energy fluxes are simulated accurately.
Therefore, the disparity with the NOCSv2 dataset may be from the uncertainty in
the NOCSv2 dataset itself given the low bias of CMIP5 MME with respect to the
OAflux dataset.
The seasonal DJF and JJA climatological mean of the net LW energy fluxes
are replicated by the CMIP5 model output accurately as shown in Figures 4.20, 4.21,
4.22, 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25, unlike the annual climatological mean of the net LW energy
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Figure 4.16: Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface
with respect to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.17: Average monthly SST anomaly (◦ C) during 1984-2005 (base period
1961-1990). The whiskers and the box represent the 95% and 50% confidence interval,
respectively. The red line is the mean SST anomaly.
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Figure 4.18: Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface
with respect to OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 4.19: Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface
with respect to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.
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Figure 4.20: DJF Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

fluxes. The CMIP5 MME DJF mean bias is +10.1 and +2.5 W m−2 with respect to
NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively. The CMIP5 MME JJA mean is +8.4
and +2.4 W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively. The
mean biases with respect to the OAFlux dataset are within one spatial standard
deviation and within two spatial standard deviations with respect to the NOCSv2
dataset (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). Therefore, the CMIP5 model output simulates the
seasonal mean state of the net LW energy fluxes, adequately.

4.3.2.3

LHF

The climatology of the surface LHF in the MME and observations are compared in Figure 4.26. The patterns in LHF are similar in both MME and the observations with smaller LHF values concentrated mainly off the western coast of South
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Figure 4.21: DJF Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 4.22: DJF Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.
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Figure 4.23: JJA Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.24: JJA Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to OAFlux reference dataset.
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Figure 4.25: JJA Climatological biases in net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the
surface with respect to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.

America and Africa where SSTs are cooler. The smaller values coincide with areas
of persistent upwelling. In these areas, fog and low clouds can develop which limits
evaporation and thus lower values of LHF. However, the amplitude of the patterns
are smaller in the observational datasets in comparison to the CMIP5 MME output.
The spatial pattern analysis will be expanded in Chapter 5.
The LHF tropical areal weighted model bias from 1984-2005 is displayed in
Figures 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 for the annual climatology. The majority of the CMIP5
models overestimate the LHF at the surface with respect to both datasets. The
MME bias is 11.8 and 22.9 W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively. The MME bias falls within one spatial standard deviations of the NOCv2
dataset and two spatial standard deviation of the OAFlux dataset indicating the LHF
simulated accurately (Table 4.1). However, given that majority the CMIP5 models
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Figure 4.26: Climatology of the LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface in the a) MME, b)
NOCSv2 and, c) OAFlux. The time period is from 1984-2005.

overestimate the LHF with respect to both observational datasets, there may be a
systematic error in how the evaporation is parameterized in CMIP5 models versus
observations. Cao et al. (2015); Zhang et al. (2018) also found an overestimation of
LHF in the tropical domain. Specifically, Cao et al. (2015) attributed this overestimation due to errors in near-surface wind speed, i.e. the model’s wind speeds were too
weak. Nevertheless, the CMIP5 MME bias is within two spatial standard deviations
of the observational datasets and thus can simulate the LHF adequately, annually.
The seasonal DJF and JJA climatological mean of LHF, similar to the annual
climatological mean, are overestimated by the CMIP5 model output with respect to
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Figure 4.27: Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to
NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.28: Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to
OAFlux reference dataset.
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Figure 4.29: Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to
CMIP5 MME reference dataset.

both observational datasets as shown in Figures 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, 4.34 and 4.35.
The CMIP5 MME DJF mean bias is 15.5 and 25.7 W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2
and OAFlux datasets, respectively. The CMIP5 MME JJA mean is 11.4 and 22.4
W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively. The mean biases
with respect to the NOCSv2 dataset are firmly within one spatial standard deviation.
On the other hand, the mean biases with respect to the OAFlux are within one
spatial standard deviation of the JJA climatological mean and two spatial standard
deviations of the DJF climatological mean (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). The DJF mean bias
is quite larger than JJA mean bias by 4.1 and 3.3 W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2
and OAFlux datasets, respectively. This result suggest that the CMIP5 models have
a larger evaporation bias and could contribute to more energy in the form of latent
heat being added to the atmosphere during this time frame.
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Figure 4.30: DJF Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.31: DJF Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to OAFlux reference dataset.
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Figure 4.32: DJF Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.

Figure 4.33: JJA Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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Figure 4.34: JJA Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 4.35: JJA Climatological biases in LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.
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Figure 4.36: Climatology of the SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface in the a) MME, b)
NOCSv2 and, c) OAFlux. The time period is from 1984-2005.

4.3.2.4

SHF

The climatology of the surface SHF in the MME and observations are compared in Figure 4.36. The patterns in SHF are roughly similar in both MME and
the observations. The larger values coincide with areas of large temperature differences between SST and the near surface air temperature. Overall, the amplitude of
the patterns are slightly smaller in the observational datasets in comparison to the
CMIP5 MME output.
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Figure 4.37: Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to
NOCSv2 reference dataset.

The tropical areal weighted model bias for SHF from 1984-2005 is shown in
Figures 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39 for the annual climatology. The majority of the CMIP5
models overestimate the SHF at the surface with respect to both datasets. The
MME bias is +3.2 and +3.4 W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets,
respectively. The MME bias falls within two spatial standard deviations of the both
observational datasets giving confidence that SHF is simulated accurately (Table 4.1).
It should be noted that the SHF values are very low since the air-sea temperature
difference will always be relatively small in the tropical domain.
The seasonal DJF and JJA climatological mean of SHF, similar to the annual
climatological mean, are slightly overestimated by the CMIP5 model output with
respect to both observational datasets as shown in Figures 4.40, 4.41, 4.42, 4.43, 4.44
and 4.45. The CMIP5 MME DJF mean bias is +3.5 and +3.7 W m−2 with respect
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Figure 4.38: Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to
OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 4.39: Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to
CMIP5 MME reference dataset.
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Figure 4.40: DJF Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

to NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively. The CMIP5 MME JJA mean is 3.1
W m−2 with respect to both observational datasets. The mean bias is within two
spatial standard deviations for both DJF and JJA with respect to both observational
datasets (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). Overall, there is not much change in the seasonal bias
in comparison to the annual bias. This result is expected given that the absolute
values of SHF are relatively small over the tropical oceanic domain.

4.3.3

Surface energy budget
The surface energy budget is significant in the determination of the net energy

loss or gained at the surface over the tropical domain. Similar to each component
of the surface energy budget, the annual mean and seasonal mean climatology are
computed for the period from 1984-2005 using CMIP5 model output and observa-
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Figure 4.41: DJF Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 4.42: DJF Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.
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Figure 4.43: JJA Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.44: JJA Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to OAFlux reference dataset.
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Table 4.1: Annual mean bias of each component of the surface energy budget (W m−2 ) between
individual CMIP5 models and NOCSv2/OAFlux datasets with spatial standard deviations of each.

Model

Net LW
Mean bias
σ

Net SW
Mean bias
σ

LHF
Mean bias
σ

SHF
Mean bias

ACCESS1-0
ACCESS1-3
bcc-csm1-1
bcc-csm1-1-m
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CanCM4
CCSM4
CESM1-BGC
CESM1-CAM5
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
FGOALS-g2
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2M
GFDL-ESM2G
GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
inmcm4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MIROC4h
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-MR
MPI-ESM-LR
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME

13.5/6.3
9.5/2.3
10.4/3.1
6.4/-1.0
8.3/1.0
9.7/2.2
9.4/2.0
10.3/2.8
10.3/2.8
5.1/-2.3
5.7/-1.8
13.5/6.0
12.7/5.2
7.3/-0.2
2.6/-4.9
11.9/4.4
9.6/2.1
10.7/3.1
11.5/3.9
2.9/-4.7
2.8/-4.8
2.7/-4.9
2.8/-4.8
14.1/6.5
14.3/6.6
13.3/5.7
-3.6/-11.3
23.3/15.7
21.2/13.5
20.0/12.4
9.7/2.1
9.6/1.9
11.8/4.1
-1.3/-9.0
11.8/4.2
11.8/4.1
9.7/2.1
7.4/-0.3
7.4/-0.2

7.1
7.6
7.6
7.9
8.2
7.4
7.3
8.0
8.0
7.4
7.5
8.2
8.0
10.5
7.9
8.7
6.5
5.2
5.8
5.6
5.8
6.5
6.4
7.2
5.8
6.1
7.0
8.3
7.8
8.7
7.3
7.4
7.6
6.4
7.1
7.2
8.3
8.3
8.4

7.2/1.6
5.2/-0.5
-2.5/-8.3
-10.4/-16.3
-4.0/-10.0
1.7/-4.5
0.9/-5.3
-2.5/-8.7
-2.6/-8.8
-3.3/-9.6
-13.5/-19.8
6.0/-0.3
9.8/3.4
-5.8/-12.2
-6.4/-12.7
-0.8/-7.2
-2.4/-8.8
3.1/-3.4
3.4/-3.1
0.1/-6.5
0.6/-6.0
0.0/-6.5
0.5/-6.0
7.2/0.6
6.1/-0.5
6.4/-0.2
-0.5/-7.1
14.4/7.7
16.0/9.3
11.3/4.6
-15.0/-21.7
-15.7/-22.4
-5.0/-11.8
-17.7/-24.5
10.5/3.7
7.5/0.7
-1.5/-8.3
-11.6/-18.3
-11.7/-18.5

17.0
16.0
13.5
15.1
14.9
15.3
15.6
16.7
17.3
17.8
16.6
18.5
16.0
19.9
20.5
13.5
17.7
13.3
16.8
10.9
11.2
11.9
12.0
18.0
14.4
14.7
12.8
13.6
13.7
16.2
16.5
16.8
13.5
17.1
14.0
16.1
16.9
17.6
17.5

19.3/30.6
20.5/31.9
10.2/21.5
7.1/18.4
3.8/15.1
8.7/20.0
7.8/19.0
6.8/18.0
6.7/17.9
11.5/22.7
0.6/11.9
14.5/25.8
16.9/28.1
14.8/26.0
11.1/22.3
8.9/20.1
10.6/21.7
13.1/24.3
11.9/23.1
19.8/30.9
22.0/33.2
25.1/36.2
25.6/36.7
16.4/27.5
19.8/30.9
20.8/31.9
22.7/33.8
3.3/14.4
6.3/17.4
8.9/20.0
0.1/11.2
-0.4/10.7
8.9/19.9
16.2/27.2
15./26.8
12.6/23.7
11.3/22.3
-0.9/10.2
-1.4/9.7

24.4
23.8
24.9
27.4
24.8
23.4
23.0
23.1
23.6
23.8
22.8
25.9
25.8
22.2
27.9
21.6
24.8
22.7
22.4
23.2
23.2
23.2
22.9
26.3
23.1
24.1
21.1
19.8
20.2
18.2
23.5
23.4
24.7
23.7
26.1
26.2
23.6
22.9
23.3

1.4/1.9
0.9/1.4
1.9/2.4
-0.3/0.2
4.8/5.3
6.5/7.0
6.5/7.1
2.3/2.8
2.2/2.8
2.9/3.5
2.7/3.2
0.7/1.2
2.0/2.5
-0.7/-0.2
4.1/4.7
4.9/5.5
1.8/2.3
2.3/2.9
2.8/3.1
0.4/0.7
0.6/0.9
0.8/1.1
0.8/1.0
1.1/1.3
1.5/1.7
1.4/1.6
13.2/13.4
9.7/9.9
9.1/9.3
8.4/8.6
4.2/4.4
4.1/4.3
2.7/3.0
-3.4/-3.1
4.1/4.3
3.9/4.2
3.1/3.3
3.2/3.5
3.2/3.5

3.8
3.9
4.4
4.6
4.1
4.5
4.5
3.2
3.3
2.7
3.2
2.9
3.2
2.4
4.1
3.5
3.2
3.4
4.7
4.2
4.4
4.3
4.3
2.5
2.9
3.0
5.0
4.7
4.5
4.5
3.4
3.4
3.4
2.8
3.5
3.5
3.2
3.5
3.6

MME
NOCSv2
OAFlux

9.4/1.7
--/---/--

5.6
4.2
10.5

-0.2/-7.0
- - -/- - - - -/- - -

10.2
15.0
16.8

11.8/22.9
- - -/- - - - -/- - -

21.6
18.4
19.7

3.2/3.4
--/---/--

2.9
2.2
3.0
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Table 4.2: DJF mean bias of each component of the surface energy budget (W m−2 ) between individual CMIP5 models and NOCSv2/OAFlux dataset with spatial standard deviations of each.

Model

Net LW
Mean bias
σ

Net SW
Mean bias
σ

LHF
Mean bias
σ

SHF
Mean bias

ACCESS1-0
ACCESS1-3
bcc-csm1-1
bcc-csm1-1-m
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CanCM4
CCSM4
CESM1-BGC
CESM1-CAM5
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
FGOALS-g2
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2M
GFDL-ESM2G
GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
inmcm4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MIROC4h
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-MR
MPI-ESM-LR
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME

14.1/7.1
9.8/2.7
11.0/3.8
7.4/0.2
9.3/2.1
10.5/3.1
10.2/2.9
10.6/3.3
10.5/3.2
5.9/-1.5
6.4/-1.0
14.5/7.2
13.9/6.5
6.8/-0.5
4.1/-3.3
12.8/5.4
10.3/2.9
11.1/3.7
12.4/5.0
2.8/-4.7
2.7/-4.8
2.5/-5.0
2.6/-4.9
14.5/7.0
14.9/7.4
13.9/6.4
-3.7/-11.2
25.1/17.6
22.2/14.6
21.1/13.5
10.8/3.2
10.5/3.0
13.5/5.9
0.2/-7.3
12.5/4.9
12.4/4.9
10.1/2.6
8.2/0.7
8.2/0.6

9.0
9.3
11.3
11.4
10.7
11.4
11.0
11.4
11.5
9.8
11.2
11.1
10.6
14.0
9.9
11.6
9.5
8.1
8.6
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
9.8
8.3
8.5
9.2
9.6
9.2
10.9
9.4
9.8
10.5
9.2
9.8
10.3
13.1
11.8
11.6

10.0/3.1
6.7/-0.2
-1.2/-8.3
-8.5/-15.7
-1.9/-9.2
3.5/-3.9
2.9/-4.5
-0.8/-8.2
-1.2/-8.6
-0.6/-8.0
-12.2/-19.7
8.4/1.0
12.8/5.3
-6.0/-13.5
-2.1/-9.6
0.4/-7.1
-0.1/-7.7
4.7/-2.9
6.2/-1.4
1.0/-6.7
1.7/-6.0
1.0/-6.7
1.7/-6.0
7.7/0.0
8.5/0.8
8.8/1.1
-1.2/-9.0
17.9/10.1
18.5/10.7
13.6/5.8
-11.4/-19.3
-12.6/-20.4
-2.4/-10.3
-14.7/-22.5
12.5/4.6
9.5/1.7
0.9/-7.0
-9.7/-17.6
-10.0/-17.9

32.4
34.8
27.6
27.7
32.6
28.5
29.6
33.2
33.7
36.1
32.6
35.8
34.5
33.4
31.2
29.9
34.8
33.6
36.7
28.4
28.3
29.3
29.0
31.5
32.3
32.6
31.9
35.2
33.9
32.1
35.3
35.3
30.6
33.5
31.0
31.4
28.8
37.3
37.3

22.6/33.0
25.1/35.5
15.6/25.9
12.3/22.6
7.9/18.2
12.6/22.9
11.8/22.1
12.5/22.8
12.7/23.0
15.1/25.4
5.0/15.3
16.0/26.3
17.9/28.1
21.7/32.0
13.4/23.6
11.9/22.1
17.7/28.0
18.3/28.5
16.3/26.5
21.8/32.0
23.9/34.1
26.6/36.8
27.5/37.7
18.3/28.5
24.0/34.2
25.4/35.5
27.3/37.5
6.0/16.2
9.0/19.1
14.2/24.3
2.9/13.1
2.2/12.4
8.8/18.9
18.2/28.3
17.6/27.7
15.2/25.3
19.5/29.7
4.8/14.9
3.9/14.0

33.2
34.1
33.7
34.7
31.8
31.6
30.9
33.0
33.7
34.0
31.1
35.2
32.7
34.2
37.4
29.0
35.7
33.8
34.1
31.1
31.5
30.4
30.7
35.5
33.6
34.4
28.5
26.5
26.0
28.2
34.0
33.9
32.5
33.3
34.8
34.6
36.8
33.9
33.5

1.7/2,0
1.3/1.7
2.4/2.8
0.3/0.7
5.1/5.5
6.6/7.1
6.8/7.2
2.5/2.9
2.4/2.9
3.2/3.7
2.9/3.3
1.2/1.7
2.5/2.9
-0.5/-0.1
4.0/4.5
5.4/5.8
2.4/2.9
2.7/3.1
3.1/3.3
0.8/1.1
1.0/1.2
1.1/1.3
1.2/1.4
1.7/1.9
1.8/2.0
1.7/1.9
13.9/14.1
9.8/10.1
9.0/9.2
9.0/9.2
3.9/4.2
3.9/4.1
2.7/3.0
-2.7/-2.5
4.5/4.8
4.3/4.6
3.9/4.2
3.6/3.8
3.4/3.6

4.7
5.3
5.6
5.7
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.0
4.0
3.5
3.8
3.6
3.6
3.0
4.8
4.4
5.3
5.0
5.8
4.9
5.1
4.8
4.9
3.6
4.0
4.1
5.8
5.7
5.2
6.3
4.2
4.2
3.7
3.5
3.8
4.0
5.6
4.8
4.7

MME
NOCSv2
OAFlux

10.1/2.5
- - -/- - - - -/- - -

8.4
5.3
12.2

1.8/-6.1
--/---/--

28.8
33.5
34.3

15.5/25.7
- - -/- - - - -/- - -

29.9
24.6
24.8

3.5/3.7
--/---/--

3.5
2.9
3.3
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Table 4.3: JJA mean bias of each component of the surface energy budget (W m−2 ) between individual CMIP5 models and NOCSv2/OAFlux dataset with spatial standard deviations of each.

Model

Net LW
Mean bias
σ

Net SW
Mean bias
σ

LHF
Mean bias
σ

SHF
Mean bias

ACCESS1-0
ACCESS1-3
bcc-csm1-1
bcc-csm1-1-m
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CanCM4
CCSM4
CESM1-BGC
CESM1-CAM5
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
FGOALS-g2
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2M
GFDL-ESM2G
GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
inmcm4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MIROC4h
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-MR
MPI-ESM-LR
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME

12.3/6.9
9.3/3.8
9.2/3.6
5.2/-0.4
6.7/1.1
8.3/2.6
8.1/2.4
9.3/3.5
9.4/3.6
4.4/-1.4
4.7/-1.2
11.8/6.0
10.8/4.9
7.0/1.1
1.4/-4.5
11.3/5.5
8.8/2.9
9.6/3.7
10.6/4.7
3.5/-2.5
3.4/-2.6
3.4/-2.6
3.5/-2.5
13.8/7.9
13.4/7.5
12.6/6.7
-3.4/-9.4
21.9/15.9
20.5/14.5
19.4/13.4
7.2/1.2
7.0/1.0
8.7/2.7
-3.5/-9.5
10.5/4.5
10.3/4.3
9.1/3.1
6.6/0.6
6.5/0.4

9.9
9.4
10.8
11.0
10.8
11.2
11.4
11.1
11.2
10.4
10.5
12.1
12.3
14.0
10.6
11.9
8.8
7.2
8.2
6.8
7.1
8.2
8.3
9.2
9.4
9.6
9.8
12.1
11.4
14.9
10.2
10.1
9.4
9.4
10.8
10.5
12.0
10.8
10.9

6.6/0.4
30.9
6.4/0.2
32.6
-2.4/-8.9
23.5
-9.1/-15.8 24.7
-4.6/-11.3 26.8
1.0/-5.9
27.8
0.2/-6.7
28.2
-2.8/-9.8
25.6
-2.8/-9.8
25.9
-3.3/-10.4 29.2
-13.5/-20.7 27.0
4.5/-2.7
32.0
8.0/0.9
27.8
-3.5/-10.7 27.1
-6.4/-13.6 34.1
1.8/-5.4
26.5
-2.2/-9.5
28.0
3.8/-3.5
30.0
4.1/-3.3
31.4
3.6/-3.7
26.1
3.6/-3.8
25.8
3.7/-3.6
26.6
3.8/-3.5
25.8
9.3/1.9
30.4
6.8/-0.6
27.6
7.3/-0.1
27.5
3.0/-4.5
27.2
12.1/4.6
27.7
14.5/7.0
27.9
11.6/4.1
27.3
-18.9/-26.4 26.7
-19.8/-27.3 26.7
-6.8/-14.4 31.5
-18.1/-25.6 24.8
9.3/1.7
27.0
6.3/-1.4
27.6
-2.9/-10.5 26.4
-11.1/-18.7 25.0
-11.8/-19.4 25.0

19.4/30.7
19.1/30.4
8.5/19.8
6.9/18.1
1.8/13.1
8.9/20.1
7.5/18.7
8.2/19.4
8.0/19.2
13/24.2
1.3/12.6
17.3/28.5
19.6/30.8
13.2/24.4
10.9/22.0
10.1/21.2
7.8/18.9
10.4/21.6
9.8/20.8
18.9/30.0
21.1/32.2
25.3/36.3
25.5/36.6
16.9/28.0
18.8/29.9
19.6/30.7
19.8/30.9
1.8/12.9
4.4/15.5
4.7/15.8
-1.3/9.7
-1.9/9.1
11.0/22.1
18.0/29.0
17.8/28.8
13.6/24.6
8.2/19.2
-1.5/9.5
-1.9/9.1

34.8
33.8
35.4
38.2
34.7
33.0
33.0
33.7
33.7
33.4
32.1
35.8
36.9
34.9
36.2
31.3
36.9
31.9
31.6
30.5
31.2
32.1
32.7
36.0
32.3
33.1
28.8
29.4
29.8
29.2
32.5
32.6
36.9
34.6
34.7
34.7
34.6
34.8
34.9

1.2/1.5
1/1.3
1.2/1.6
-1.3/-0.9
4.5/4.9
6.5/6.9
6.4/6.8
2.0/2.4
2.0/2.3
2.7/3.1
2.4/2.8
0.4/0.7
1.6/2.0
-0.9/-0.5
4.3/4.7
4.9/5.2
1.8/2.1
2.3/2.6
2.8/2.8
0.5/0.5
0.7/0.7
1.2/1.2
1.1/1.1
0.6/0.6
1.2/1.2
1.1/1.1
13.2/13.2
9.5/9.5
9.1/9.1
8.0/8.0
4.5/4.5
4.4/4.4
2.9/2.8
-4.2/-4.3
3.6/3.6
3.4/3.4
3.0/3.0
3.1/3.0
3.0/3.0

5.2
5.5
6.6
6.9
6.2
6.5
6.6
5.2
5.3
4.4
5.2
4.9
5.3
4.2
6.6
5.7
5.7
5.8
7.1
5.2
5.3
5.5
5.5
4.0
5.4
5.5
7.3
6.5
6.6
5.7
5.2
5.2
5.4
4.2
6.1
6.1
5.3
5.8
5.8

MME
NOCSv2
OAFlux

8.4/2.4
--/---/--

8.4
6.1
13.5

0.0/-7.6
--/---/--

11.4/22.4
- - -/- - - - -/- - -

30.6
24.0
26.5

3.1/3.1
--/---/--

4.9
3.0
5.3

22.8
34.0
32.1
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Figure 4.45: JJA Climatological biases in SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect
to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.

tions. However, the NOCv2 and OAFlux datasets are balanced as stated in section
4.2.1. The main assumption is that the adjustment is globally uniform. The annual
climatology model bias of the surface energy budget is computed as shown in Figures 4.46, 4.47 and 4.48. With respect to both observational datasets, the surface
energy budget bias was overwhelmingly negative. This result is to be expected given
the slight negative bias in the net SW energy fluxes (Figures 4.6 and 4.7) and strong
positive bias in the LHF (Figures 4.27 and 4.28). The MME bias is -7.5 and -11.7
W m−2 with respect to NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively.
While the net energy flux model bias is negative, the diagram of the surface
energy budget shows that all the components are within the range of the CMIP5
models in comparison to observations, with the exception of the LHF with respect to
the OAFlux dataset (Figure 4.49). The observational estimates of LHF are 12 and
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Figure 4.46: Climatological biases in the surface energy budget (W m−2 ) with respect to NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 4.47: Climatological biases in the surface energy budget (W m−2 ) with respect to OAFlux reference dataset.
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Figure 4.48: Climatological biases in the surface energy budget (W m−2 ) with respect to CMIP5 MME reference dataset.

23 W m−2 lower than the CMIP5 MME mean with respect to NOCv2 and OAFlux
dataset, respectively. Additionally, the observations are on the lower end (NOCSv2)
or outside the range (OAFlux) of the CMIP5 models. The LHF is the only component
in which the CMIP5 models can not simulate the observed climatological mean state
proficiently. Thus, there may be systematic biases within CMIP5 models with regards
to the evaporation process.

4.3.4

Long-term trends
Long-term trend variations are imperative in studying the climate system. If a

climate model can reproduce the long-term trends in historical simulations, confidence
can be instill into that model for future climate projections. Similar to the mean state
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Figure 4.49: Surface energy budget from 1984-2005 over the tropical domain with
respect to NOCSv2 dataset (green), OAFlux dataset (orange), and CMIP5 MME
(black) with ranges for CMIP5 models. The oceanic absorption and transport component is adjusted for the observational datasets to account for the global imbalance.
All fluxes in W m−2 .

of each component of the surface energy budget, the long-term trend from 1984-2005
will be assessed for net SW, net LW, LHF, and SHF.
The net SW radiation flux at the surface time series for the CMIP5 MME
and the observations are shown in Figure 4.50. There is a distinct difference between
NOCSv2 trend and the other datasets. The NOCSv2 dataset does not show a sharp
dip in net SW radiation in 1992. This sharp dip is likely due to the eruption of Mount
Pinatubo in the Philippines. However, NOCSv2 does exhibit a gradual decline in net
SW radiation after 1992. One possible reason for difference is both CMIP5 MME and
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OAFlux are based partly on satellite data whereas NOCSv2 dataset only uses insitu
ship measurements. Overall, the CMIP MME and OAFlux trends are not statistically
different from 0 at the 95% confidence level but there is a statistical significant decline
in the Net SW in the NOCSv2 dataset.
Unlike the net SW time series, there is a large difference between the OAFlux
dataset and CMIP5 MME trend variation with respect to the surface net LW radiation
flux time series shown in Figure 4.51. This result is similar to Xue et al. (2011) over the
global ocean where OAFlux dataset exhibited large variations in comparison to other
reanalysis datasets. The large variation around 2002 is suggested to be associated
with a spurious change of the atmospheric temperatures in the NOAA operational
TOVS products that are used in the ISCCP calculation (Xue et al., 2011). In contrast,
the NOCSv2’s slight negative net LW trend is similar to CMIP5 MME trend. The
slight negative trends for both CMIP5 MME and the NOCSv2 dataset are statistically
different from 0 at the 95% confidence level. While the trend is not different from 0
for OAFlux given the large variations in the trend.
Similar to the annual LHF climatology, the LHF time series features the
CMIP5 MME dataset overestimation of the magnitude of LHF with respect to NOCSv2
and OAFlux dataset as seen in Figure 4.52. Furthermore, there is a noticeable difference between the CMIP5 MME trend and the observational datasets. Both NOCSv2
and OAFlux datasets have a stronger positive trend than the CMIP5 MME trend.
The strong positive trend in the observational datasets is consistent with Cao et al.
(2015) results over the tropical Pacific. Furthermore, all datasets’ trends are statistically different from 0 at the 95% confidence level. Additionally, the majority of
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Figure 4.50: Time series of the net SW radiation flux (W m−2 ) at the surface in the
CMIP MME (black), NOCSv2 (green), and OAFlux(red). The values in the legend
denote the linear trend in W m−2 y −1 .

Figure 4.51: Time series of the net LW radiation flux (W m−2 ) at the surface in the
CMIP MME (black), NOCSv2 (green), and OAFlux(red). The values in the legend
denote the linear trend in W m−2 y −1 .
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Figure 4.52: Time series of the LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface in the CMIP MME
(black), NOCSv2 (green), and OAFlux(red). The values in the legend denote the
linear trend in W m−2 y −1 .

Figure 4.53: Time series of the SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface in the CMIP MME
(black), NOCSv2 (green), and OAFlux(red). The values in the legend denote the
linear trend in W m−2 y −1 .
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the CMIP5 models are statistically different from 0 at the 95% confidence level (Table 4.4). The trend difference between the observational datasets and CMIP5 MME
will be analyzed in detail in the discussion.
The SHF at the surface time series for the CMIP5 MME and observations are
shown in Figure 4.53. Similar to the annual climatology, the CMIP5 MME slightly
overestimates the magnitude of the SHF in comparison to observations over the entire
time period. The SHF trend is slightly negative to near zero for the CMIP5 MME
dataset but is positive for both observational datasets. It should be noted, again,
that the SHF values are very low since the air-sea temperature difference will always
be relatively small in the tropical domain over the oceans. Therefore, the trends from
the SHF will not have a large impact on model simulation accuracy of the future
climate over this domain in comparison to LHF. However, all datasets show SHF
trends are statistically different from 0 at the 95% confidence level. All the CMIP5
model and observational trends are summarizing for each component of the surface
energy budget in Table 4.4.
In addition to the long-term trends, the differences in the long-term means are
equally important. Table 4.5 lists the average annual means and the 95 % confidence
intervals (based on the standard error of the mean) for all the CMIP5 models and
two observational datasets. The CMIP5 MME is within the 95 % confidence intervals
for the average annual mean for net SW and net LW radiation with respect to the
NOCSv2 and OAFlux dataset, respectively. Therefore, the CMIP5 MME simulates
the magnitude of the radiation fluxes, adequately. However, the CMIP5 MME is not
with the 95 % confidence interval in either of the observational datasets for LHF and
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SHF. Further, the CMIP5 MME overestimated the average annual mean of LHF by
+22.6 W m−2 and +11.2 W m−2 corresponding to the OAFlux and NOCSv2 dataset,
respectively. This overestimation will be discussed further in the discussion.

4.4

Discussion
In this chapter, historical simulations of the components of the oceanic sur-

face energy budget over the tropical domain in the CMIP5 models are compared to
observational datasets. The observational datasets (NOCSv2 and OAFlux) provide
a reference dataset to compare each individual CMIP5 model as well as the CMIP5
MME. The areal averaged climatological mean state, seasonal averages, and the longterm trends of all components of the oceanic surface energy budget are the emphasis
of this chapter.
Generally, the CMIP5 MME is able to reproduce the historical observations of
all the components to within a few W m−2 of the oceanic surface energy budget except
the LHF as shown in Figure 4.49. However, there is a considerable amount of spread
from each individual CMIP5 model in the annual, DJF, and JJA time-frames in all
components. The most noteworthy results in the climatological mean state are with
respect to the surface net LW radiation and LHF biases. To summarize these biases
graphically, Figure 4.54 and Figure 4.55 show the CMIP5 MME bias and standard
error for each oceanic surface energy budget component against NOCSv2 and OAFlux
datasets, respectively. The surface net LW radiation CMIP5 MME bias is larger than
the standard error against NOCSv2 dataset. One reason for this disparity could
be differences in SST but the CMIP5 MME mean SST anomaly is within the 95%
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Table 4.4: Linear trends and the 95% confidence intervals averaged over the tropical ocean for
each component of the surface energy budget (W m−2 ) from 1984-2005. Bold values indicate
trends that are statistically significant at 95% confidence level.
Model/OBS

Net SW

Net LW

ACCESS1-0
+0.00 ± 0.05
ACCESS1-3
+0.02 ± 0.05
bcc-csm1-1
−0.02 ± 0.06
bcc-csm1-1-m
+0.06 ± 0.07
BNU-ESM
−0.01 ± 0.07
CanESM2
+0.01 ± 0.06
CanCM4
+0.01 ± 0.06
CCSM4
−0.01 ± 0.09
CESM1-BGC
+0.01 ± 0.06
CESM1-CAM5
−0.03 ± 0.05
CESM1-WACCM
+0.01 ± 0.08
CMCC-CM
−0.04 ± 0.04
CMCC-CMS
+0.01 ± 0.04
CNRM-CM5
−0.04 ± 0.04
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
+0.00 ± 0.08
FGOALS-g2
−0.01 ± 0.02
GFDL-CM3
−0.00 ± 0.07
GFDL-ESM2M
+0.01 ± 0.10
GFDL-ESM2G
−0.00 ± 0.05
GISS-E2-H
+0.02 ± 0.24
GISS-E2-H-CC
+0.02 ± 0.08
GISS-E2-R
+0.03 ± 0.25
GISS-E2-R-CC
+0.02 ± 0.07
HadCM3
+0.01 ± 0.07
HadGEM2-CC
−0.04 ± 0.07
HadGEM2-ES
−0.02 ± 0.04
inmcm4
+0.01 ± 0.04
IPSL-CM5A-LR
+0.07 ± 0.04
IPSL-CM5A-MR
+0.04 ± 0.05
IPSL-CM5B-LR
−0.01 ± 0.04
MIROC-ESM
−0.06 ± 0.08
MIROC-ESM-CHEM −0.07 ± 0.07
MIROC4h
+0.02 ± 0.04
MIROC5
−0.01 ± 0.04
MPI-ESM-MR
+0.01 ± 0.07
MPI-ESM-LR
+0.02 ± 0.07
MRI-CGCM3
+0.03 ± 0.06
NorESM1-M
−0.00 ± 0.07
NorESM1-ME
+0.00 ± 0.07

−0.08
−0.06
−0.08
−0.08
−0.07
−0.08
−0.07
−0.08
−0.07
−0.07
−0.06
−0.08
−0.07
−0.07
−0.05
−0.06
−0.08
−0.07
−0.10
−0.06
−0.06
−0.06
−0.07
−0.09
−0.09
−0.07
−0.02
−0.09
−0.08
−0.07
−0.06
−0.05
−0.07
−0.06
−0.07
−0.07
−0.05
−0.05
−0.07

MME
NOCSv2
OAFlux

−0.07 ± 0.04
−0.06 ± 0.04
+0.01 ± 0.57

+0.00 ± 0.10
−0.22 ± 0.08
+0.11 ± 0.14

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.03
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.08
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
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LHF
+0.06
+0.08
+0.08
+0.15
+0.05
+0.09
+0.08
+0.08
+0.09
+0.07
+0.05
+0.06
+0.07
+0.04
+0.04
+0.05
+0.06
+0.04
+0.09
+0.08
+0.07
+0.08
+0.10
+0.09
+0.08
+0.03
+0.01
+0.14
+0.11
+0.06
+0.03
−0.04
+0.08
+0.04
+0.06
+0.10
+0.06
+0.03
+0.08

± 0.05
± 0.04
± 0.05
± 0.06
± 0.06
± 0.04
± 0.03
± 0.03
± 0.05
± 0.04
± 0.05
± 0.05
± 0.07
± 0.05
± 0.02
± 0.05
± 0.05
± 0.08
± 0.05
± 0.06
± 0.06
± 0.06
± 0.04
± 0.02
± 0.05
± 0.03
± 0.03
± 0.04
± 0.06
± 0.05
± 0.04
± 0.04
± 0.04
± 0.03
± 0.04
± 0.04
± 0.05
± 0.04
± 0.06

+0.07 ± 0.03
+0.62 ± 0.20
+0.31 ± 0.09

SHF
−0.01
−0.01
−0.02
−0.01
−0.02
−0.03
−0.02
−0.01
−0.02
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.02
−0.02
−0.02
−0.01
−0.02
−0.02
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.00
−0.01
−0.02
−0.01
−0.02
−0.00
−0.00
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01
−0.02
−0.02
−0.01
−0.01
−0.01

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

−0.01 ± 0.00
+0.06 ± 0.04
+0.08 ± 0.03

Figure 4.54: Annual climatological CMIP5 MME bias and standard error for each
component of the oceanic surface energy budget with respect to the NOCSv2 reference
dataset(W m−2 ).

Figure 4.55: Annual climatological CMIP5 MME bias and standard error for each
component of the oceanic surface energy budget with respect to the OAFlux reference
dataset(W m−2 ).
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confidence interval of the HadISST and ERSSTv4 datasets. Therefore, the disparity
may be with uncertainty with the NOCSv2 dataset itself given that the CMIP5 MME
mean bias is low with respect to the OAFlux dataset. The LHF CMIP5 MME bias
is larger than the standard error against both observational datasets. There may be
a systematic error in how the evaporation is parameterized in the CMIP5 models.
This result is consistent with Cao et al. (2015); Zhang et al. (2018) which found
overestimation of LHF in the tropical domain. Given the strong positive bias in
the LHF, the surface energy budget CMIP5 MME bias is overwhelmingly negative
(Figures 4.46 and 4.47). One possible explanation is that some of the energy received
at the surface is not mixed downward appropriately in the models, and some must
be expelled upward via SHF and LHF. In any case, this places more heat into the
atmosphere than is done in the actual Earth, leading to spurious warming of the
troposphere.
A majority of the climatological mean state simulations of the surface energy
budget components are reproduced reasonably well. However, the CMIP5 models
perform poorly in their ability to reproduce the magnitude of the long-term upward
trend and the average annual means in LHF and SHF. Given that SHF values are
small because the air-sea temperature difference is generally small in the tropical
domain, the focus will be on the LHF results. The CMIP5 MME is outside both
95 % confidence intervals of the observations for the average annual means of LHF.
This results suggest that the CMIP5 models have a larger evaporation bias and could
contribute more energy in the form of latent heat being added to the atmosphere.
With regard to the long-term trend, the LHF trend in the CMIP5 models is slightly
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positive but the observations have a stronger positive trend which is consistent with
Cao et al. (2015) results over the tropical Pacific. Based on previous results in Cao
et al. (2015); Zhang et al. (2018), it was found that simulated specific humidity is
increasing at a faster rate than observations and near-surface wind speed is increasing
at a slower rate than observations. Both of these work against an increasing trend, the
faster rate of specific humidity can suppress the oceanic evaporation given a weaker
specific humidity difference across the air-sea domain. Further, the slower rate of
increase in the near-surface wind in comparison to observations hinders the increase
of LHF.
Overall, most of the components of the oceanic surface energy budget are simulated reasonably well by CMIP5 models being within a few W m−2 of observations.
However, there is a significant issue with regards to the ability of the CMIP5 models
to reproduce LHF in both the climatological mean state, long-term trends, and average annual means. Near-surface specific humidity has been stated to be one of the
most important factors influencing the biases in LHF (Zhang et al., 2018). It should
be noted, however, that the observational datasets have their own uncertainty would
could lead to uncertainty in the oceanic surface energy budget. The following chapter
will analyze the spatial disparity of the radiative and heat fluxes over the tropical
domain. This analysis of the CMIP5 models will quantify the CMIP5 models ability
to simulate spatial patterns climatologically and seasonally. It should be kept in mind
that the influence of the increasing greenhouse gases is on the order of 2 W m−2 and
thus represents a smaller component of forcing than the error discovered here.
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Table 4.5: Average annual means and the 95% confidence intervals (based on the standard error
of the mean) over the tropical ocean for each component of the surface energy budget (W m−2 )
from 1984-2005. Bold values indicate CMIP5 model means that are within the 95% confidence
level of the OAFlux dataset. Red values indicate CMIP5 model means that are within the 95%
confidence level of the NOCSv2 dataset.
Model/OBS

Net SW

ACCESS1-0
ACCESS1-3
bcc-csm1-1
bcc-csm1-1-m
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CanCM4
CCSM4
CESM1-BGC
CESM1-CAM5
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
FGOALS-g2
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2M
GFDL-ESM2G
GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
inmcm4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MIROC4h
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-MR
MPI-ESM-LR
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME

230.0
228.0
220.4
212.4
218.8
224.5
223.6
219.9
219.8
218.8
208.9
228.3
232.1
216.6
217.2
221.2
219.8
225.7
225.5
222.0
222.5
222.2
222.7
230.1
228.4
228.7
222.4
237.0
238.8
233.8
208.9
208.2
218.2
205.6
233.5
230.6
219.6
211.0
210.7

± 0.67
± 0.52
± 0.60
± 0.48
± 0.45
± 0.49
± 0.50
± 0.57
± 0.53
± 0.39
± 0.68
± 0.22
± 0.20
± 0.45
± 0.58
± 0.11
± 0.51
± 0.74
± 0.45
± 0.83
± 0.79
± 0.87
± 0.98
± 0.68
± 0.45
± 0.54
± 0.29
± 0.64
± 0.53
± 0.39
± 0.99
± 0.75
± 0.41
± 0.44
± 0.67
± 0.80
± 0.38
± 0.64
± 0.80

MME
NOCSv2
OAFLUX

222.2 ± 0.53
222.9 ± 1.86
228.6 ± 1.31

Net LW
58.5
54.5
55.6
51.6
53.4
54.7
54.5
55.4
55.4
50.3
51.0
58.5
57.9
52.7
48.1
57.1
54.9
56.1
56.8
47.9
47.7
47.7
47.8
59.1
59.8
58.9
41.5
68.9
66.8
65.6
55.5
55.4
57.4
44.6
57.4
57.3
55.1
52.8
52.9

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.76
0.33
0.51
0.42
0.44
0.50
0.51
0.83
0.61
0.43
0.49
0.65
0.57
0.39
0.42
0.37
0.49
0.50
0.63
0.61
0.44
0.64
0.57
0.86
0.56
0.58
0.22
0.80
0.51
0.53
0.38
0.26
0.41
0.46
0.66
0.55
0.30
0.48
0.59

54.8 ± 0.67
44.9 ± 0.42
52.2 ± 5.66
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LHF
146.4
147.8
137.3
134.4
131.3
136.7
135.7
134.2
134.1
138.4
127.9
141.2
143.9
141.1
138.8
135.7
137.4
140.0
138.9
146.7
149.0
151.4
151.9
143.8
146.0
147.0
150.0
130.2
133.3
135.6
128.4
127.9
135.3
142.5
143.1
139.9
137.7
126.6
126.1

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.75
0.53
0.44
0.81
0.57
0.74
0.75
0.61
0.50
0.54
0.65
0.40
0.91
0.39
0.44
0.41
0.46
0.73
0.88
0.87
0.56
1.03
0.75
0.95
0.46
0.65
0.25
1.42
0.84
0.52
0.59
0.43
0.46
0.51
0.59
0.90
0.60
0.77
1.08

138.8 ± 0.67
127.6 ± 6.14
116.2 ± 3.18

SHF
9.6 ± 0.09
9.1 ± 0.04
10.4 ± 0.09
8.1 ± 0.09
13.3 ± 0.10
14.6 ± 0.27
14.6 ± 0.34
10.6 ± 0.10
10.6 ± 0.10
11.3 ± 0.08
11.2 ± 0.14
8.8 ± 0.08
10.1 ± 0.10
7.7 ± 0.11
12.1 ± 0.16
13.6 ± 0.08
10.2 ± 0.09
10.7 ± 0.14
10.9 ± 0.16
9.0 ± 0.06
9.1 ± 0.06
9.6 ± 0.08
9.6 ± 0.11
9.2 ± 0.10
9.8 ± 0.05
9.7 ± 0.07
20.7 ± 0.13
18.0 ± 0.09
17.4 ± 0.16
16.7 ± 0.05
12.0 ± 0.03
12.0 ± 0.05
10.6 ± 0.05
5.0 ± 0.05
12.0 ± 0.16
11.8 ± 0.11
11.2 ± 0.05
11.6 ± 0.05
11.5 ± 0.07
11.4 ± 0.13
8.1 ± 0.60
7.6 ± 1.16

CHAPTER 5

SPATIAL SURFACE ENERGY FLUXES

5.1

Background
The previous chapter discussed the climatology mean state of the surface en-

ergy budget components as well as the long-term trend of those components. These
results provided a basis for understanding the disparity between CMIP5 models and
observations over the entire tropical domain. Generally, most climate GCMs can provide a reasonably accurate representation of the regional climate, over an area such
as the tropical domain. Overall, the CMIP5 models in this study can simulate the
surface energy budget over the tropical sufficiently. However, the results showed that
the LHF component is not accurately simulated in the CMIP5 models with respect
to the observations, especially in long-term trends. Additionally, (Cao et al., 2015)
found the distributions of CMIP5 model LHF trend pattern over the tropical Pacific
Ocean not credible. The disparity could arise from the climate GCMs not representing sub-grid processes. These sub-grid processes are based on parameterization
schemes given that climate GCMs can not directly resolve processes less than their
grid cell resolution. These processes span a wide range, from the diffusion of heat to
deeper ocean levels, to convection, etc., all of which are only approximated through
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parameterizations. Therefore, the spatial patterns of the surface energy fluxes over
the tropical domain are analyzed to evaluate any spatial model biases.
This chapter will evaluate the spatial variability of the oceanic surface energy
fluxes between CMIP5 models and observations across the tropical domain. Additionally, the CMIP5 inter-model statistical differences and observation - CMIP5 model
differences will be assessed using Taylor diagrams. An explanation for the spatial
disparity between CMIP5 models and observations will also be discussed.

5.2

Methods
Similar to chapter 4, each component of the oceanic surface energy budget

will be analyzed. The climatological mean state and seasonal variation of the oceanic
surface energy fluxes simulated from CMIP5 models are compared with observations.
The observations are the NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets which utilize derived variables of net LW, net SW, LHF, and SHF for the oceanic surface energy fluxes. The
CMIP5 experiment, on the other hand, provides both downelling and upwelling components of the solar (rsds and rsus) and thermal (rlds and rlus) radiation variables.
Therefore, the net SW and net LW variables are calculated prior to comparison with
observations. Further, all datasets are regridded to a 2◦ by 2◦ gird using a bilinear
interpolation and nearest neighbor approach. The data are bilinearly interpolated
and any grid cells near the coastlines are filled with a nearest neighbor interpolation.
All spatial averaging calculations use areal weighting based on the cosine of the latitude.The common temporal scale among all datasets is from 1984 through 2005. The
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historical runs of the CMIP5 models are only used in order to assess the accuracy of
simulating the past climate with respect to the observations.
As previously mentioned, the amplitude of the patterns are larger in the
CMIP5 models than observations, generally. In order to further investigate this,
the spatial patterns between the CMIP5 models and observations are inspected visually and statistically using the Taylor diagram. The Taylor diagram is a way to
graphically summarize how closely a pattern matches observations with respect to
(a) their spatial correlation, (b) centered root-mean-square difference, and (c) amplitude of their variations on a single diagram, as previously mentioned. The Taylor
diagram, in this study, is used to compare all of the CMIP5 models with respect to
observations for each component of the surface energy budget. Each component of
the oceanic surface energy budget is analyzed over the climatological mean state as
well as the seasonal variations.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Climatological mean state
The annual mean (January-December) and seasonal mean (December, Jan-

uary, February (DJF) and June, July, August (JJA)) climatology of each component
of the surface energy budget (net SW, net LW, LHF, and SHF) are computed for the
period from 1984-2005 using CMIP5 model output and observations. The climatological mean state is an important part of assessing the disparity between CMIP5 model
output and observations. If the CMIP5 models can reproduce what is observed in
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the mean state for each variable, confidence increases that the CMIP5 model output
is useful for that variable. Further, any deviations from the observed mean state
could indicate systematic bias and could assist in correcting the CMIP5 models in
the future.

5.3.1.1

Net SW

The climatology of the net SW energy fluxes at the surface in the CMIP5
MME and observations were compared in Figure 4.5. The patterns in the net SW are
similar in both the MME and observations with larger net SW values concentrated
mainly in the equatorial region. However, the amplitude of the patterns are larger in
the observational datasets, which is evident in the difference map between the MME
and observations shown in Figure 5.1. The largest difference between MME and both
observational datasets occurs off the tropical west coast of South America and Africa
around the 15◦ S latitude. The CMIP5 MME absorbs more net SW radiation in
this area than observations. On the other hand, CMIP5 MME absorbs less net SW
radiation along the 5◦ S latitude band in the tropical Pacific Ocean with respect to
the OAFlux dataset.
While it is important to inspect the visual differences between CMIP5 MME
and observations, a quantitative approach is more informative. In Figure 5.2, a Taylor
diagram, as discussed in chapter 1 section 4, is used to examine the pattern statistics
between all the CMIP5 models with respect to OAFlux dataset as the reference
dataset of the entire climatological time period. The majority of the CMIP5 models
have similar or less standard deviation which indicates that the pattern variations are
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Figure 5.1: Climatological (1984-2005) difference between CMIP5 MME and a)
OAFlux, b) NOCSv2 net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface .

of the right amplitude or less than observations. However, the spatial correlations
for most of the CMIP5 models are from 0.2 to 0.7 indicating considerable difficulty
among CMIP5 models in the spatial patterns to match observations. Given that most
of the CMIP5 models are not very different in terms of the standard deviation, the
centered RMSEs of the models are mainly caused by the incorrect spatial patterns of
the CMIP5 with respect to the OAFlux dataset. Similarly, the CMIP5 models with
respect to the NOCSv2 dataset have difficulties simulating the spatial patterns as
well, i.e. low spatial correlation values (Figure 5.3). As shown in Figure 5.1, the lack
of structure in the MME in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans is a main source of low
correlations.
Unlike the climatological mean state pattern statistics, the climatological seasonal variations for DJF and JJA simulate the spatial pattern and amplitude of the
pattern, with much greater fidelity (Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7). Further, there
is greater agreement among the individual CMIP5 models in simulating the spatial
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Figure 5.2: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 5.3: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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patterns of the observations in both DJF and JJA seasons. The amplitude of the
spatial patterns are simulated proficiently in the CMIP5 models in the DJF season
but underestimate the amplitude in the JJA season with respect to the observations.
Overall, for both seasons, the CMIP5 MME simulated the spatial pattern of the
net SW radiation at the surface, well, though for the mean annual climatology the
agreement was fairly poor.

5.3.1.2

Net LW

The climatology of the net LW energy fluxes at the surface in the CMIP5
MME and observations were compared in Figure 4.15. The patterns in net LW
are similar in both MME and the NOCSv2 dataset with a generally zonal pattern.
However, the pattern has more structure in the OAFlux dataset with lower values of
surface net LW energy flux concentrated along the western portions of the basins off
South America and Africa which coincide with areas of persistent upwelling. These
differences are evident in Figure 5.8. With respect to the NOCSv2 dataset, the
differences are positive, generally, indicating an overestimation of net LW energy flux
at the surface. On the other hand, with respect to OAFlux dataset, there is a large
positive difference in the coastal regions of the tropics. Thus, with respect to both
observational datasets, the CMIP5 MME is releasing more net LW energy flux upward
into the atmosphere (see Table 4.5).
The pattern statistics of the net LW energy fluxes at the surface provide
quantitative evidence of the differences of not only the CMIP5 MME but all the
CMIP5 models with respect to both observational datasets (Figures 5.9 and 5.10).
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Figure 5.4: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 5.5: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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Figure 5.6: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 5.7: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ net SW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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Figure 5.8: Climatological (1984-2005) difference between CMIP5 MME and a)
OAFlux, b) NOCSv2 net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface .

With respect to both observational datasets, all the CMIP5 models perform poorly in
representing the spatial patterns with spatial correlation ranging from 0.05 to 0.75.
Additionally, the CMIP5 models overestimate and underestimate the amplitude of
the spatial patterns with respect to NOCSv2 and OAFlux dataset, respectively. It
should be noted, however, that the difference between the observational datasets is
quite large in terms of the standard deviation. Thus, there is important observational
uncertainty. The poor pattern correlation is the key metric that demonstrates model
deficiencies.
Unlike the climatological mean state pattern statistics, the climatological seasonal variation for DJF simulate the amplitude of the pattern, with improved agreement with respect to the OAFlux dataset (Figure 5.11). Furthermore, there is less
divergence of the CMIP5 models in representing the spatial patterns in the DJF
season. On the other hand, the simulation of the seasonal (DJF and JJA) spatial
pattern and amplitude of the pattern with respect to the NOCSv2 datasets is sim117

Figure 5.9: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 5.10: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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ilar to the climatological mean simulation’s inability to reproduce the observational
patterns (Figures 5.12 and 5.14). The amplitude of the spatial patterns are largely
overestimated and the spatial correlation varies from about 0.2 to 0.8, with respect to
the NOCSv2 dataset. Overall, both seasonally and climatologically, the CMIP5 MME
simulated the amplitude and spatial pattern of the net LW radiation at the surface
with respect to the OAFlux dataset, better than most individual models. However,
it should be noted that there is a large discrepancy between the OAFlux dataset and
NOCSv2 dataset in the both the spatial patterns and the amplitude of the patterns.
This discrepancy will be discussed later on in this chapter.

5.3.1.3

LHF

As stated previously, the patterns in LHF are similar in both MME and the
observations but in terms of magnitude the LHF values concentrated mainly off the
western coast of South America and Africa were significantly higher (Figure 4.26).
Indeed, the amplitude of the patterns are quite different as shown in Figure 5.15.
The largest difference, with respect to both observational datasets, can be found in
the persistent upwelling region off the western coast of Africa near the 15◦ S latitude
band. The CMIP5 MME overestimates LHF in these regions. Further, with respect
to OAFlux dataset, CMIP5 MME overestimates generally all regions of LHF, though
the magnitude varies. On the other hand, with respect to the NOCSv2 dataset,
CMIP5 MME overestimates LHF in upwelling regions but underestimates along the
equatorial band.
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Figure 5.11: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 5.12: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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Figure 5.13: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.

Figure 5.14: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ net LW (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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Figure 5.15: Climatological (1984-2005) difference between CMIP5 MME and a)
OAFlux, b) NOCSv2 LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface.

In Chapter 4, CMIP5 MME LHF mean error bias is an order of magnitude
larger than the rest of the surface energy balance components. Thus, the pattern
statistics of LHF is of particular interest. The climatological LHF at the surface
pattern statistics show better spatial agreement than other surface energy balance
components with respect to both observational datasets (Figures 5.16 and 5.17). The
spatial correlation with respect to both observational datasets range from about 0.7
to 0.9, which is an improvement over the net radiation components at the surface.
However, the majority of the CMIP5 models overestimate the amplitude of the spatial
variations with respect to both observational datasets. It should be noted, with
respect to the OAFlux dataset, that the CMIP5 MME simulates both the spatial
correlation (0.9) and standard deviation (21.6 W m−2 ), with some measure of success.
Since there is not much divergence of the spatial correlations among the CMIP5
models, the centered RMSEs of the models are mainly the result of the mean bias.
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Figure 5.16: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the OAFlux reference
dataset.

Figure 5.17: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the NOCSv2 reference
dataset.
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As with the climatological mean state pattern statistics, the climatological
seasonal variations for DJF and JJA simulate the spatial pattern with respect to
OAFlux dataset, modestly well with r about 0.7 to 0.85 (Figures 5.18 and 5.20).
The amplitude of the spatial variations is overestimated in the seasonal variations
similar to the mean state. Although, with respect to NOCSv2 dataset, there is a
slight reduction in the spatial correlation in both DJF and JJA time-frames and the
overestimation of spatial pattern is slightly larger as well (Figures 5.19 and 5.20).
Overall, both seasonally and climatologically, the CMIP5 MME simulated the spatial
pattern in both datasets, with some degree of agreement. Thus, the errors simulating
LHF lie in the models inability to replicate the magnitude of LHF more so than the
spatial structure. Given that this is a common feature indicates a systematic problem
in the partition of energy flow from the surface.

5.3.1.4

SHF

Unlike the LHF climatological values, the magnitude of SHF is much less in
both CMIP5 MME and observations as seen in Figure 4.36. The patterns appear
to be roughly similar in both CMIP5 MME and observations. The differences are
shown in Figure 5.22 to quantify the disparities. The CMIP5 MME underestimates
the SHF off the northwestern coast of South America and overestimates the SHF off
the southwestern coast of Africa. The differences are quite small in comparison to
the other components of the energy budget given that one of the main components
of SHF is the air-sea temperature gradient which is generally small over the oceans.
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Figure 5.18: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the OAFlux reference
dataset.

Figure 5.19: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ LHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the NOCSv2 reference
dataset.
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Figure 5.20: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ LHF (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
OAFlux reference dataset.

Figure 5.21: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ LHF (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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Figure 5.22: Climatological (1984-2005) difference between CMIP5 MME and a)
OAFlux, b) NOCSv2 SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface.

In the interest of looking further into the disparity between all CMIP5 models
and observations, the pattern statistics of SHF at the surface are shown in Figures 5.23
and 5.24. The spatial correlation is poor with values ranging from 0.06 to 0.7 with
respect to both observational datasets. However, with respect to OAFlux dataset, the
CMIP5 MME and about a dozen CMIP5 individual models simulate the amplitude of
the spatial variations, relatively well. Conversely, most of CMIP5 models overestimate
the amplitude of the spatial variations, with respect to the NOCSv2 dataset. The
CMIP5 models, overall, show considerable scatter among themselves in simulating
SHF.
The climatological seasonal variations for DJF and JJA are simulated poorly
relative to the climatological mean state and with respect to both observational
datasets (Figures 5.25, 5.26, 5.27 and 5.28). Further, for both DJF and JJA, the
CMIP5 models overestimate SHF as well with the exception of the JJA season with
respect to OAFlux dataset. In Figure 5.27, the majority of the CMIP5 models sim127

Figure 5.23: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the OAFlux reference
dataset.

Figure 5.24: Pattern statistics for the climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the NOCSv2 reference
dataset.
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ulate the amplitude accurately with respect to OAFlux dataset. In contrast, in Figure 5.28, all the CMIP5 models overestimate the amplitude with resepct to NOCSv2
dataset. Given the low magnitude of SHF over the ocean, i.e. the low signal, both
CMIP5 models and observations do not have the ability to correctly resolve the true
magnitude of SHF at the surface over the tropical domain to 0.1 W m−2 accurately.
In any case, the CMIP5 models can not simulate the spatial patterns in either the
climatological mean state or seasonally.

5.4

Discussion
In this chapter, the spatial patterns of the components of the oceanic surface

energy budget over the tropical domain in the CMIP5 models are compared to the
observational datasets. The observational datasets (NOCSv2 and OAFlux) provide
reference datasets with which to compare each individual CMIP5 model as well as the
CMIP5 MME. The pattern statistics of the climatological mean state and seasonal
average of all the components of the oceanic surface energy budget are the emphasis
of this chapter.
Generally, the CMIP5 MME climatological mean state is unable to reproduce
the spatial pattern or the amplitude of the spatial variations of all the components
of the oceanic surface energy budget with respect to both observational datasets to a
satisfactory degree (i.e. r > 0.9 and magnitude within ± 10%). The CMIP5 models
simulate certain components more accurately than others. With respect to net SW
radiation, there are individual models that can simulate the amplitude of the spatial
variations within these specifications. Although, the CMIP5 models as a whole have
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Figure 5.25: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the OAFlux reference
dataset.

Figure 5.26: Pattern statistics for the DJF climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ SHF (W m−2 ) at the surface with respect to the NOCSv2 reference
dataset.
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Figure 5.27: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state of
CMIP5 models’ SHF (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the OAFlux
reference dataset.

Figure 5.28: Pattern statistics for the JJA climatological (1984-2005) mean state
of CMIP5 models’ SHF (W m−2 ) energy fluxes at the surface with respect to the
NOCSv2 reference dataset.
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a wide range in both the spatial correlation and amplitude of the spatial variations
suggesting large differences in how each model simulates net SW radiation at the surface. The differences could arise from different cloud microphysics parameterizations.
Waliser et al. (2011) found that excluding precipitating ice can have an impact on
the radiative fluxes at the surface which could include some of the CMIP5 models
used in this study and hence the difference among them.
Unlike the net SW radiation fluxes, the simulation of net LW radiation fluxes
amplitude of spatial variations accuracy depends on which observational dataset is
the reference dataset. With respect to OAFlux dataset, all of the CMIP5 models
underestimate the amplitude of the spatial variations. However, with respect to
the NOCSv2 dataset, all of the CMIP5 models overestimate the amplitude of the
spatial variations. As with net SW radiation, there is a large spread among the
CMIP5 models in regards to the spatial correlation with respect to both observational
datasets. As stated previously, there is some observational uncertainty with regards
to the net LW radiation fluxes. Thus, the confidence in the accuracy of the CMIP5
models ability to simulate the net LW radiation spatially is low.
The highest spatial correlations of all the energy budget components are 0.85
and 0.9 with respect to the LHF of the NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively.
Additionally, there is not much spread among the CMIP5 models simulating LHF
with respect to both observational datasets. However, with respect to both observational datasets, the majority of the CMIP5 models overestimate the amplitude of the
spatial variations. Cao et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2018) also found an overestimation of LHF in the tropical domain. Specifically, Cao et al. (2015) attributed this
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overestimation due to errors in near-surface wind speed. Given the result in chapter 4
of large LHF model bias and the overestimation of the amplitude of spatial variations
in this chapter, the extra energy from LHF in the CMIP5 models is transferred to
the atmosphere as a significant difference relative to observations.
In contrast to the LHF pattern statistics, both the SHF spatial correlation
and the amplitude of the spatial variations are simulated poorly by CMIP5 models
overall with respect to both observational datasets. The spatial correlation ranges
widely from 0.06 to 0.7 with respect to both observational datasets. Among a couple of
CMIP5 models and the CMIP5 MME, the magnitude of spatial variations is simulated
within 10%, with respect to the OAFlux dataset. However, with respect to both
observational datasets, there is a large spread among the CMIP5 models. It should
be noted that given the low magnitude of SHF over the oceans, both CMIP5 models
and observations may not have the ability to correctly resolve the true magnitude
and detailed pattern of SHF at the surface over the tropical domain to a precision of
10%.
The climatological seasonal variations for DJF and JJA simulate the spatial
pattern and the amplitude of the spatial variations more accurately than the climatological mean state pattern statistics. Further, there is greater agreement among all
the CMIP5 models in simulating the spatial patterns and amplitude. This result suggests that over the DJF and JJA seasons, CMIP5 models perform better as the signal,
which is smeared in the annual average, is more distinct and of higher magnitude.
On the other hand, similar to the climatological mean state pattern statistics of LHF,
the climatological seasonal variations for DJF and JJA have high spatial correlations
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and there is not much spread among the CMIP5 models. All of the CMIP5 models
overestimate the amplitude of the spatial variations. Therefore, the CMIP5 models
consistently simulate the spatial patterns and amplitude of the spatial variations with
the same bias with respect to both the seasonally and climatological mean state with
respect to the LHF.
Overall, all of the CMIP5 models do not simulate the spatial pattern of any
of the components of the surface energy budget with high realism and only a few
simulating the amplitude somewhat realistically of the spatial variations. The global
CMIP5 models do not resolve sub-grid processes. Given that the tropics have many
sub-grid processes, such as convective cloud development, the results stated above are
not surprising. However, the CMIP5 models demonstrate some skill in replicating the
LHF spatial pattern with spatial correlation of 0.9 of the CMIP5 MME with respect
to the OAFlux dataset. This is likely due to the somewhat realistic simulation of
patterns of warm and cool SSTs from which the LHF is heavily derived. Future
versions of the CMIP models will need improved microphysics of clouds as well as
improved parameterizations of other cloud properties such as cloud thickness. Other
studies such as Nam et al. (2012) have found that CMIP5 models predict overly
bright low-clouds, underestimate low-cloud cover, and overestimate mid and highclouds above low clouds.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

This concluding chapter will be presented in two sections. The first section will
discuss detailed results of this study along with their implications and limitations. It
will identify the key areas of active research that this study supports and advances.
Additionally, it will provide insight to where the extra energy accumulating in the
models in the tropical domain may reside. The second section will discuss advancing
this work in the future.

6.1

Summary of Results and Discussion
The various research results in this study help evaluate the CMIP5 models’

ability to simulate the surface processes within oceanic tropical domain. Additionally, these results help understand the significant disparity between observations and
the CMIP5 models. Each subsection will expand on the contributions made to understanding the disparities in the tropical domain, including simulation of the nearsurface air temperature, of the global surface energy fluxes, and of the spatial surface
energy fluxes.
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6.1.1

Tropical Near-Surface Air Temperature
In chapter 3, this research independently developed a night-time marine sur-

face air temperature dataset in order to assess the current state of the climate system
with a lapse rate method for the air temperature adjustment. The UAHNMATv1
dataset underwent robust bias corrections and quality control. The median absolute
deviation of neighboring grid points was used to filter out grid points outside the
threshold of three absolute deviation in both the computation of the annual cycle
and the regridding process as part of the quality control. The height adjustment
from platform type and the bias correction to the World War II era produced the
largest corrections.
The UAHNMATv1, HadISST, and ERSSTv4 datasets generally follow the
warming trend of CMIP5 MME from 1946-2005 as shown in Figure 3.8. Spatially,
however, the CMIP5 model output for Tmin and SST anomalies do not match the
observations well. The spatial correlation is less than 0.7 for all spatial comparisons.
This suggest that CMIP5 model are deficient at simulating the spatial patterns of
the observations. Furthermore, the CMIP5 model output for Tmin anomalies are
greatly underestimated in magnitude compared to the UAHNMATv1 observations as
shown in Figures 3.11, 3.14 and 3.17. Overall, the UAHNMAT, HadISST, ERSSTv4
datasets demonstrate that the areal averaged anomalies of the observations are within
the range of the CMIP5 model output. Given that CMIP5 models can reproduce nearsurface air temperature across the areal-average tropical domain, the accumulating
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energy content within CMIP5 models should be detected in the surface energy fluxes
over the tropical domain.

6.1.2

Global Surface Energy Fluxes
In chapter 4, historical simulations of the components of the oceanic surface

energy budget over the tropical domain in the CMIP5 models were compared to
observational datasets. The observational datasets (NOCSv2 and OAFlux) serve as
reference datasets to assess each individual CMIP5 model as well as the CMIP5 MME.
The areal averaged climatological mean state, seasonal averages, and the long-term
trends of all components of the oceanic surface energy budget were analyzed in this
chapter.
Generally, the CMIP5 MME is able to reproduce the historical observations
of all the components of the oceanic surface energy budget within small error ranges
except the LHF. It should be noted that while the CMIP5 MME was able to reproduce
the historical observations, the mean bias in the surface fluxes is much larger than
the mean bias in TOA fluxes. Dolinar et al. (2015) found the mean bias to be small,
1.8 W m−2 for TOA reflected SW radiation and -0.9 W m−2 for TOA outgoing LW
radiation. The TOA fluxes are simulated more accurately because models tend to
have compensating errors in the components of the energy budget and so are able
to tune the cumulative effect fairly well as represented by TOA. The majority of the
individual CMIP5 models overestimate LHF (Table 4.1) and the annual climatological
CMIP5 MME bias is largely positive with respect to both observational datasets
(Figures 4.54 and 4.55). It appears that there is a systematic error in how the
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evaporation is parameterized in the CMIP5 models. This result is consistent with
Cao et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2018) which found overestimation of LHF in the
tropical domain. Given the large positive bias in the LHF, the surface energy budget
CMIP5 MME bias is overwhelmingly negative (Figures 4.6 and 4.7).
A majority of the climatological mean state simulations of the surface energy
budget components are reproduced reasonably well in absolute terms. However, the
CMIP5 models perform poorly in their ability to reproduce the magnitude of the
long-term upward trend and the average annual means in LHF and SHF. Given that
SHF values are small because the air-sea temperature difference is generally small
in the tropical domain, the focus will be on the LHF results. The CMIP5 MME
is outside both 95% confidence intervals of the observations for the average annual
means of LHF. This result suggest that the CMIP5 models have a larger evaporation
bias and could contribute more energy in the form of latent heat being added to
the atmosphere. With regard to the long-term trend, the LHF trend in the CMIP5
models is slightly positive but the observations have a stronger positive trend which is
consistent with Cao et al. (2015) results over the tropical Pacific. Based on previous
results in Cao et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2018), it was found that model-simulated
specific humidity is increasing at a faster rate than observations and model-simulated
near-surface wind speed is increasing at a slower rate than observations. Both of these
work against an increasing trend, the faster rate of specific humidity can suppress the
oceanic evaporation given a weaker specific humidity difference across the air-sea
domain. Further, the slower rate of increase in the model-simulated near-surface
wind in comparison to observations hinders the increase of LHF.
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There is a significant issue with regards to the ability of the CMIP5 models to
reproduce LHF in both the climatological mean state, long-term trends, and average
annual means. Near-surface specific humidity has been stated to be one of the most
important factors influencing the biases in LHF (Zhang et al., 2018). This study shows
that over the areal-average tropical domain, the CMIP5 models tend to release too
much energy into the atmosphere due to LHF. What the ultimate fate of this extra
energy is in the atmosphere is unknown at this point, but it does not seem to increase
the outgoing energy at TOA. It should be noted, however, that the observational
datasets have their own uncertainty that could lead to uncertainty in the oceanic
surface energy budget.

6.1.3

Spatial Surface Energy Fluxes
In chapter 5, the spatial patterns of the components of the oceanic surface

energy budget over the tropical domain in the CMIP5 models are compared to the
observational datasets. Generally, the CMIP5 MME climatological mean state is
unable to reproduce the spatial pattern or the amplitude of the spatial variations
of all the components of the oceanic surface energy budget with respect to both
observational datasets.
The CMIP5 models simulate certain components more accurately than others.
With respect to net SW radiation, there are individual models that can simulate the
amplitude of the spatial variations with small errors. Although, the CMIP5 models
as a whole have a wide range in both the spatial correlation and amplitude of the
spatial variations suggesting large differences in how each model simulates net SW
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radiation at the surface. The differences could arise from different cloud microphysics
parameterizations. Waliser et al. (2011) found that excluding precipitating ice can
have an impact on the radiative fluxes at the surface which could include some of the
CMIP5 models used in this study and hence the difference among them.
The highest spatial correlations of all the energy budget components are 0.85
and 0.9 with respect to the LHF of the NOCSv2 and OAFlux datasets, respectively.
Additionally, there is not much spread among the CMIP5 models simulating LHF
with respect to both observational datasets. However, with respect to both observational datasets, the majority of the CMIP5 models overestimate the amplitude of the
spatial variations. Cao et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2018) also found an overestimation of LHF in the tropical domain. Specifically, Cao et al. (2015) attributed this
overestimation due to errors in near-surface wind speed. Given the result in chapter 4
of large LHF model bias and the overestimation of the amplitude of spatial variations
in chapter 5, the extra energy from LHF in the CMIP5 models is transferred to the
atmosphere whereas the observations indicate less LHF energy is transferred to the
atmosphere. This result suggests that the CMIP5 models have a systematic problem
in simulating the magnitude of the LHF at the surface.
This systematic problem could be related to other problems such as cloud
parameterizations(Nam et al., 2012) or the double ITCZ found in the CMIP5 models
(Li and Xie, 2014). Nam et al. (2012) found that CMIP5 models predict overly
bright low-clouds, underestimate low-cloud cover, and overestimate mid and highclouds above low clouds for instance. The global CMIP5 models are known for their
inability to resolve sub-grid processes. Given that the tropics have many sub-grid
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processes, such as convective cloud development, the results in chapter 5 are not
unexpected.

6.2

Concluding Remarks and Future Work
This research to assess the CMIP5 models’ ability to simulate the oceanic

surface energy fluxes over the tropical domain provided useful insight to CMIP5
strengths and limitations. The main result is that LHF is significantly overestimated
in the CMIP5 models and has a large impact on the surface energy budget in the
tropics. The largest limitation of this research is that the two observational datasets
used have uncertainty between them, especially in regards to the net LW radiation.
With CMIP6 models available for download recently, future work would involve evaluating the surface energy fluxes over the tropical domain with respect to
CMIP6 models. There would be an emphasis to study LHF more thoroughly including the life cycle of this energy flux given the results above with more observational
datasets to reduce observational uncertainty. Additionally, the inclusion of regional
climate models in assessing the pattern statistics would be of interest as their parameterizations are more detailed.
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